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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, Augusta, 11/711 .1a Our Mk Year
Carter Puts Prestige On
Line By Hosting Talks
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
President Carter is putting his per-
sonal prestige on the line by sponsoring
a new Israeli-Egyptian summit
meeting, but Egypt and Israel are both
going to the peace table with their old
demands that only the other must make
the first concessions.
" Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance,
who flew to Israel and Egypt this week
to deliver Carter's invitations to the
Sept. 5 summit, told a news conference
in Alexandria Tuesday the United
States will be a "full partner" in the
peace effort.
"We will feel free to make our
sugestions" at the meeting at Camp
David, in the Catoctin Mountains 65
miles northwest of Washington. He said
those suggestions would be in the
"framework" of U.N. Security Council
Resolution 242.
Since its passage in November 1967,
the Arabs have viewed resolution 242 -
calling for Israeli withdrawal from
Arab territory captured in the June 1967
Mideast war - as a mandate for a total
Israeli pull out. Israel sees the
deliberately vague declaration as
permitting it to retain Arab territory it
Lengthy Agenda In
Store For Councilmen
A lengthy agenda is in store for
members of the Murray Common
Council at its regular meeting Thur-
sday at 7:30 p.m. in City Hall.
Items on the agenda include:
- the dosing audit of the Murray
Police Court.
- the first reading on an ordinance
rezoning property at Whitnell and Story
to business and professional office
'classifications.
- consideration of purchasing ad-
ditional property for expansion of the
cita-cematary. -
- discussion of a request to rezone
the site of the Sanitation Department
headquarters on U. S. 641 North.
- consideration on advertising for
bids on the construction of a central
garage.
- the filling of a vacancy in' the
Murray Fire Departmemt.
- consideration of purchasing new
vehicles for the Murray Police
Department.
- a recommendation for ap-
pointment to the Murray Housing
Authority.
- consideration of changing the
August 24 regular meeting of the
council to August 31.
- consideration of a request for
extension of time on the demolition of
the burned out United Campus Ministry
building on N. 15th Street.
The meeting will be held in the
council chamber on the second floor of




• Dr Mice Koenecke, chairman of the
Department of Home Economics at
Murray State University, is being in-
stalled this week as president of Kappa
Omicron Phi, a national home
economics honor society, at its biennial
meeting in Nashville, Tenn.
Three Murray State home economics
students and two faculty members are
also attending the four-day conclave,
which is being held at the Hyatt
Regency in downtown Nashville
through Aug. 12. They are:
Cecilia Sims, Elkton; Norita Cassity,
Murray; and Cathy Bailey, New
Albany, Ind., the students, and Miss
Ann Carr, an assistaat professor in the
Department of Child Studies, and Miss
Frances Brown, an associate professor
in home-economics and the university's
1978 Distinguished Professor of the
Year.
Dr. Alice Roesecke
Dr. Lura Odland, dean of home
economics at the University of Ten-
nessee, Knoxville, will deliver the
keynote address of the convention, the
over-all theme of which is :The
Challenge of Leadership."
The convention program aLso in-
cludes workshops for sponsors, alumni
and undergratuate students seeking




Murray Board of Education ea ex-
pected to meet Thursday evening at
7:39 o'clock and review bids on vehicles
for Head stare, consider an Im-
munization policy for school year 1078-
'79 and hear a report from Murray High
_Principal Roy Weatherly on an -st-
- -.evidence policy-for Murray Higtr
Personnel recommendations and a
treasurer's report are also on the
agenda
Dr. Koenecke has been chairman of
the home economics department at
Murray State since 1969. In 1976, she
represented the Kentucky Home
Economics Ase,ociation at the 13th
Congress of the International
Federation for Home Economists in
Ottawa, Canada, as the only Ken-
tuckian among more than 1,000 home
economists from 66 member countries.
Board To Review
Middle School
Calloway County Board of Education
is expected to meet Thursday, Aug. 10,
elect substitute personnel, review
progress on the middle school and talk
about a special Kentucky Department
of Education facilities survey tour.
According to Calloway County School
Superintendent Jack Rose, state 'of-
ficials are expected to visit the 1 1
system Aug. 31 and Sept. 1 to
school facilities for the state re rt.
State officials sent local school officials
the last report in November, 1976, and
among the suggestions on that report
was a middle school, Rose said. He
indicated the system will kart con-
struction on that facility this fall,
meeting those state suggestions.
School board members Thursday are
expected to hire some personnel, enter
into a kindergarten housing contract
with Murray State University, and hear
a report from Rose on transportation,
the football field and track con-
struction, progress on the middle school
and new buses, according to the
agenda.
inside today 
feels necessary for its security.
Asked whether the United States
would present an American peace plan,
Vance avoided a direct repry. He said it
was up to Israel and Egypt to find
agreement, but the United States will
be at their sides "when it sees obstacles
in the road."
Israel is strongly opposed to any
American peace plan, considering it
would be an attempt to dictate terms.
"If you impose a peace it is no peace
at all," Prime Minister Menachem
Begin told a news conference after the
summit announcement. "As far as I
know, there is no intention of the United
States government to do what is called
imposition of any conditions."
Both Begin and Egypt's President
Anwar Sadat welcomed Carter's call to
resume direct negotiations.
Sadat, appearing before reporters
with Vance in Alexandria, said the
summit -opens a new page" in the
peace drive he began by flying to
Jerusaletn last November.
"Let us not look back," he said when
asked why he agreed to meet Begin
after refusing last week to renew direct
negotiations until Israel committed
itself to complete withdrawal from all
territory occupied in the 1967 war.
Carter stands to reap political
dividends at home if he is able to bridge
the powder-keg-differences Separating
Sadat and Begin. But he stands to suffer
an equal setback if his summitry -
described by some Egyptian diplomats
as a "last straw" and "last-ditch7
effort - fails to bring concrete results
or if he appears to be putting undue
pressure on Israel.
One Egyptian official speculated that
the "Israelis must have made some
sort of commitment" about withdrawal
from Arab territory "or President
Carter would not risk calling the two
leaders to meet with him. If it fails, that
would be the end of the peace
initiative."
15c Per Copy Volume 99 No. 186
JUNK CAR PICKUP - Dave King, chairman of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee car pickup campaign, is shown
here examining an abandoned car in the county. The Jaycees, in cooperation with state officials, will pick up the
junked or abandoned cars free of charge under a unique cleanup program.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
Jaycees Begin Junk Car Pickup
In Conjunction With Ky., County
By JENNIE B. GORDON
Abandoned and junked cars will soon
be disappearing in Murray and
ow ay S,ount.e- viten_ the Idurray,-._
Calloway County Jaycees, begin a junk
car drive.
Working in conjunction with
Calloway County Fiscal Court and
Kentucky Department of Hazardous
Material and Waste Management, the
Jaycees will start collecting cars
donated or abandoned on highway
right-of-ways free of charge.
Officials Says No Trouble To Paducah
Dave Ring, project chairman,
said,"Our, main goal in this effort is
environmental. These cars that have
been abandoned
years attract rodents as well as destroy
the natural beauty of this area. We will
use any money made from this project
to support our many -ccimmunity ac-
tivities, particularly our winter special
olympics."
The Department of Hazardous
Materials and Waste Managment will
be providing the trucks to transport the
junk cars to recycling centers. In
February and Maich, Jaycees began
making contacts with county residents
interested in donating old cars to
members. However, city residents
haven't been contacted, King said.
To donate a cii-or-7-Tor more in-
formation about the program, contact
Dave King, 753-8355, or Ted Delaney,
753-1916. Land owners who have found
abandoned cars on their property or on
the right-of-way of a highway can sign'
permission blanks to allow Jaycee
members to remove the cars, King
said. This project is cost-free to those
who donate cars, King emphasized.
Gasoline-Spill Moving Down Ohio Today
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)-A 100,000 gallon
gasoline spill moved down the Ohio
River early today as cities along the
waterway took precautions against
contamination of drinking water
supplies.
The spill, which officials said con-
tained as much as 100,000 gallons of
gasoline, was moving downriver at 142
mph, according to Jack Stonebreaker
of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. If the spill continued to move
at the same rate through the morning
hours today, it would be expected to
reach Paducah about dawn.
But Bobby Vaughn, superintendent of
the Paducah's filtration and pump
plant, said the town wouldn't have any
trouble with the spill because Paducah
takes its drinking water from the
Tennessee River.
Vaughn explained that the city's
water intake valves are located near
the tip of an island that separates the
Tennessee and Ohio rivers.
Vaughn said the city usually gets its
water from the Tennessee River,
relying on the Ohio only when the
Tennessee flow is down.
Water intakes for two Illinois cities
were closed Tuesday in the wake of the
spill.
Stonebreaker said that the Illinois
towns of Rosidare and Golconda closed
their intakes as the 35-mile long spill
moved downriver late Tuesday.
"We're talking about possibly as
much as 80,000 to 100,000 gallons of
gasoline," said Stonebreaker.
The spill occurred after a barge and
towboat accident near Marion, Ky.,
officials said. -
Stonebreaker said EPA and U.S.
Coast Guard officials made an airplane
Recurring Problem In State
tour of the spill site and determined
that "a sheen on the water surface,
indicating the presence of petroleum,
can be seen for about a 20-mile stret-
ch."
The towns affected probably could
close their water intakes for about 24
hours without major problems,
Stonebreaker added.
U. Cindr. Robert North, executive
officer of the Coast Guard marine
safety office in Paducah, said an
estimated 2,000 gallons of diesel fuel
also were spilled when a towboat
became lodged on Lock and Dam No. 50
near Marion early Tuesday.
The mishap occurred when the
towboat Nelson Broadfoot lost control
of its five-barge assembly just above
the lock and dam. Three of the barges
were empty and only one was loaded
with gasoline, according to Chuck
Schumann, a spokesman for the Army
Corps of Engineers.
Schumann said gasoline barges on
the Ohio River have an average
capacity of 800,000 to 1 million gallons.
North said apparently only two tanks of
the barge ruptured.
Four of the barges washed through
the dam and damaged about 15 wood
wickets, Schumann said. About 350 4-
footwide wickets span the dam and are
used to control water flow.
Martin Pedigo, another Corps
spokesman, said the towboat Jack
Bullard attempted to round up the
Nelson Broadfoot's barges only to have
its fuel tank ruptured on a beartrap
section. The beartrap section is made of
concrete and steel and is also used to
control the water level.
Pedigo said that repairs would begin
today.
School Officials Moving To Cut Vandalism
EDITOR'S NOTE - This is the third
in a week-long series focusing on
changes and new programs in Ken-
tucky schools as the new school year
begins.
By HERBERT SPARROW
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - State and
local education officials are moving
Two Sections - 22 Pages
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall is going ahead t
with her plans to seek the Democratic nomination for- "
governor in 1979, writes AP new analyst Sy Ramsey.
The AP writer examines the campaign prospects for
the veteran office holder in today's opinion section,
Page 4-A.
mostly sunny today's index
Mostly sunny today with widely
scattered showers and possibly a Classifieds 1-B, 6-B, 7-B
thundershower this afternoon. Highs in Comics 4-A
-the mid 4o upper il0s:-Partty cloudy Crosswords- -- --TA —
tonight with a slight chance of thun- Dear Abby 2-A
dershowers. Lows in the upper 80s to Deaths /9 Funerals . .4 ..... 14-A
low 70s. Considerable cloudiness with Horoscope 2-A
Let's Stay Well 3-Ascattered showers and thunderstorms
4Thursday Highs in the mid to upper. Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 4-A 'ads.
Winch southwesterly around 10 miler--3•-" -'1-3-6"4"-;L:1 -
an hour today diminishing tonight.
this school year to cut down on van-
dalism and theft, which cost Ken-
tucky's schools more than $1.4 million
last year.
A survey by the Office of Crime
Prevention in the state Department of
Justice indicated that vandalism is
considered a recurring problem in most
school districts and that most schools
had serious theft problems during the
1977-78 school year.
In response to the survey - the first
attempt to collect such data in Ken-
tucky - the departments of Education
and Justice are working together to
deSelop a preventive program for
schools.
Don Dentinger of the Office of Crime
Prevention, who is working on the
program, said it will require new
techniques and imagination to combat
vandalism and theft.
"This is not the type problem that can
be solved by throwing a lot of money
around," Dentinger said. "It requires
imagination and applied techniques."
Dentinger said initial efforts this fall
will center on making local school of-
ficials, students and parents aware of
the costs of vandalism and making
school property as secure as possible -
"target hardening," in Dentinger's
terms.
State and local police officials are
currently being trained to examine
security weaknesses of schools and
recommend improvements, including
installation of non-breakable glass,
identification of school property and
addition of specific hardware to keep
intruders out.
Dentinger said security surveys will
be initiated first in schools with the
most severe problems, usually big city
schools and middle schools.
For the long run. Dentinger said his
office is looking at programs that seem
to work in other states for possible use
as pilot programs in Kentucky.
He said one includes a peer court
where students serve as a mini-court
and mete out sentences, which usually
involve working on school property in
beautification or repair -projects.
Another program, ,in Wisconsin,
compares the money a school district
spents on vandalism during the current
school year with similar expenditures
See SCHOOLS,
Page 14-A, Column 5
Men Bound Over To Grand Jury
PADUCAH,Ky.-U.S. Magistrate
David King has bound a Murray man
and a Martin, Tenn., man over to the
--federal grand- jury, -expected ter-he -
empaneled in Louisville Monday.
Charged with interstate transport or-
:obeeene materials for the purpose of
resale is Don Traywick, 37, Martin,
Tenn., and Charles Clevenger, 42,
Murray.
fieth...1ere, charged ccinr1etioo with
allegedly selling pornographic
magazines and films at a Murray
business location called Fantasy Isle.
Murray City Police, agents with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and
Kentucky State Police arrested the two
- July 18-;- foliovring an leivelettRattun
started by Murray City Police.
Clevenger faces Murray city and titte--
police charges of selling marijuana and
promoting prostitution.
According to reports, witnesses
called in a Monday probable cause
hearing_ were Murray police officer -
David Coker, state detective 'Filter
Hankins and FBI agent Phillip Sheets
Coker testified about his investigation
of the case. According to reports,
Coker testified that he bought some
films from Clevenger.
--• -Aceortfing-ttrreportli; ltaTe- rooli-CF
detective Hankins said he too bought
some films showing various sexual
practices.
Authorities also testified in the
hearing of an alleged prostitution ring
-working out of the stem -Traywkir-
reffillatillfWearTiFir-tnis shell' on a
81,000 bond while Clevenger remained
in Paducah City Jail.






Club will meet at the home
of Ruby Tucker, Cadiz for a
luncheon. Call 753-1256 for
information.
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. Robert
Farless, 1712 Magnolia
Drive, at 6:30 p.m.
•'Hawaiian Holiday" will
be theme of the activities at
Kenlake State Park with top
of water tower view at ten
a.m. with small children to
be accompanied by an
adult; arts and crafts at
recreation room at 12:30
p.m.; "Hawaiian Five-0" at
campground bathhouse al
two p.m.; polynesian bingo
at hotel pool at three p.m.;
hula hoop contest at cam-
pground bathhouse at four
p.m.; bird of paradise crafts
at campground bathhouse at
4:30 p.m.; hayride at horse
stables with cost being one
dollar per person at 6:30
p.m.; Hawaiian Luau on
lawn behind the hotel at
eight p.m.
Lichens and Ferns is
subject of program at
Hematite Dam in Land
Between the Lakes three
and five p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the
church parking lot at 6:30
p.m. to leave on the annual
Outing.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Murray Country





-.Church Women will meet at
the home of Emma Dean
Lawson at seven p.m.
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
the World will meet at the
Triangle Inn at six
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three
for activities by the Senior
Citizens. For information
call 75341929.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include tour of
_Civil War battble grounds at
Fort Henry Trails parking
lot at 10:30 Lin.; stream
stroll at Golden Pond in-
formation station at three
p.m.; search of the night
sky at Silo Overlook at 8:30
p.m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include ping
pong tournament at game
room at one p.m.; Kool-Aid
Kill at hotel front lawn at
2:30 p.m.; scavenger hunt at
campground bathhouse at
3:30 p.m.; registration for
challenge of the sexes at
hotel front lawn at four
p.m.; challenge of the sexes
at hotel front lawn at 4:15
p.m.; hayride at horse
Stables with charge of one
dollar at 6:30 p.m.; bunco at
hotel patio room at 6:30
p.m.; square dance behind
hotel at eight p.m.
Friday, August 11
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include arts and
crafts at ten a.m.; bumper
pool tournament at game
room at one p.m.; dinosaur
egg hunt at hotel front lawn
at two p.m.; watermelnn
seed spit at hotel front lawn
at 2:30 p.m.; Kenlake Maze
at hotel front lawn at 3:30
p.m.; new games at cam-
pground bathhouse at 4:30
p.m.; tennis lessons at hotel
court at 4:30 p.m.; hayride
at horse stables at 6;30
p.m.; Living With The River
at reacreation room at 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.;
Lakeside Singers at hotel




workshop at Empire Farm
at 12:30 p.m.; slide show on
wildlife movements using
nature's traffic signs and
highways at Center Station
at two p.m.
Gala Douglass Homecoming
will start at 1:30 p.m. at Doug-
lass Community Center.
social hour at Winslow
Cafeteria at Murray ta-ti
`University, and coneert by
HUSH at Student Center




• • • • • • • 1:41e.% • • • • • • •
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
100:10
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Plus - The Teacher (11
Shopping for Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by nine a.m. for
morning shopping and by





Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
Foy of Lynn Grove were
honored at a family dinner
on the occasion of their 25th
wedding anniversary on
Tuesday, Aug. 1.
The dinner was held at the
home of one of their
daughters, Mrs. Steve
(Patricia) Robertson and
Mr. Robertson of Murray.
Also present for the oc-
casion were their other
daughter,. Miss Paula Foy,
and their three grandsons-
Michael, Bill, and Joe Mark
Robertson.
Mr. and Mrs. Foy were
married on Aug. 1, 1953, in
Corinth, Miss. Mrs. Foy is
the former Fay Paschall,
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. David Lee Paschall.
Mr. Foy is the son of Mrs.
Nancy Foy and the late J.




Mr. and Mrs. Murk Russell
The First United Methodist Church was the scene of
the wedding of Miss Connie Cassity and Mark Russell.
The vows were read on May 19 with the Rev. Robert E.
Farless officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony H. Cassity of Murray are the
parents of the bride. The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Russell, also of Murray.
The bride was attended by Dorothy Harris as matron
of honor. Best man was Max Russell, brother of the
groom.
The ushers were Gray Cassity, Ronnie Colson, and
John Wilcox.
A reception followed the ceremony at the Holiday Inn.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Russell are now residing in Port
Charlotte, Fla.




the condition of her feet
and other joints of her legs
makes it painful to take
needed exercise. She has
a friend who has similar
problems but has solved
them by exercising in the
shallow end of her swim-
ming pool. Her friend has
suggested that she try ex-
ercising in water that is
shoulder deep, but Mrs. C.
S. says that she cannot
swirl, and is "too old to
learn."
She asks for comment.
A. Your friend has made
a sensible suggestion in
advising you to try exer-
cisng in water, even if you
cannot swim.
Before doing so, you
should have a checkup by a
physician and be advised
about your physical condi-
tion and your tolerance to
exericse.
About 3.5 million swim-
ming pools exist in the
1 10:00 1
4




them are indoors and
available throughout the
year. Only a limited area
of a pool is require so that
such exercise can be tak-
en, even if the water is
quite crowded with other
persons.
As pointed out recently
in Health Insurance News.
water exercises have been
called to public attention
by the President's Council
on Physical Fitness and
Sports.
The big advantage of
exercising in water is that.
water buoys up the body
and removes about 90 per-
cent of its weight off the
feet and lower limbs. Thus,
when in shoulder-deep
water, you are almost sus-
pended and can freely ex-
ercise various sets of mus-
cles. The movement of
parts of the body through
the water affords some
resistance from the water,
-depending on-the swiftness
of movement, and offers
exercise of the muscles
and joints.
You can bob up and down
or jog in one place. Various
joints may be exercised.
The speed of the exercise
may be swift or slow. In-
tense periods of exercise
can be followed by "recov-
ery'periods,-" after which
slower exercise may be
taken for awhile, points out
the President's Council.
Such water 'exercises
-tari be carried out for 30 to
40 minutes. but should be
done regularly for maxium
benefit: daily or three or
four times per week.
Since little of your
weight is carried by your
lower limbs and feet, they
should tolerate water ex-
ercise well, and you can






Baby Boy Walker (Sharon),
308 Highwood Ct., Paris,
Tenn , Baby Boy Blanton
i Linda ), Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Jack Conner, Rt. 8, Benton,
Mrs. Peggy L. Bebber and
Baby Girl, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mary J. Howard, 913 Waldrop
St., Murray, James L.
Scruggs, RI. .1, Murray, Mrs.
Lucy Walls, Rt. 6, Murray,
John W. Sykes III, Rt. 2 - Box'
44B, Paris, Tenn., Mark R.
Pipkins, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Patty A. Pafford, Rt. 2,
Camden, Tenn., Wanda S.
Merrell, Rt. 2 - Box 158,
Buchanan, Tenn., Valerie D.
Mardis, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Deborah M. Lassiter, 501 So.
6th., Murray, Mrs. Robbie N.
Lamastus,• 1109 Fairlane,
Murray, John D. Hudson, Rt.
5, Paris, Term., Feleica M.
Dean, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs.
Dana G. Crouch, Rt. 1,
Murray, Larry H. Black, Rt. I.
Murray, William I. 13alentine,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Mary R.
Bell, Rt 1, Alm, Mrs Cathy
.1. Washum, 203 Wright St.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Liva II
Ahart, Rt. 4, Cadiz, James E.
Brandon, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Monico F. King, Bt. 8, Box 660,
Murray, Mrs. Eva M. Irvin,
RV I, -Frazel, 14i-s:1;area
Harrison, Rt. 1, Hardin,






Mary), Rt 1, Dexter, Baby
Girl Keel (mother (kris). Rt.
3, Bx. 257-A, Murray. .
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Z,andra Barrow and
Baby Girl, 1705 Wells Murray,
Miss Tammy L. McKeighan,
Rt. 3, Bx. 66 Cadiz, James H.
Cunningham, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Johnnie M. Crass, Rt. I,
Almo, Mrs. Mary K. Davis,
Bs. 119 Hardin, James D.
Cochran, 732 Fairlane,
Murray, Mrs. Sonia A.
Shepard, Rt. 1, Dukedom,
Tenn., Mrs. Eva J. Thurman,
515-S. 13th, Murray, Mrs.
Martha J. Delacey, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Richard G. Reed, Rt. 5
Murray, Dart:in N. Wilson, Rt.
2, Hazel, Yvonne Robinson,
500 Draper Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Sondra L. Holloway, Rt. 5 Bx.
1085, Murray, Mrs. Averial G.
Peters, Rt. 1 Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Jerry P. Starks, Rt. 2,
Murray, Miss Lori A. Wilson,
Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs. Tonia M.
Ellis, Rt. 8 Murray, Mrs.
Sylvia D. Dalton, Rt. 4,
Murray, Carl Jones, 411 S. 9th,
Murray, Phillip A. Murdock,
Rt. 7, Murray, Fred T Lee,
Rt. 4, Murray, Seiburn White,
403 Chestnut, Murray, Mrs.
Lillie P. Outland, 810 S. 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Helen D. Moore,
Rt. 1, Alin°.
2911 W. 86th St., Chicago, Ill.,
Mrs. Mary L. McCoy, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Essie E. Morris,
Rt. 6, Murray, Norman A.
Klapp, P.O. Box 415, Murray,
Mrs. Anna Szychulda, CR Box
107, Hamlin, Mrs. Marietta
Wells, 306 So. 5th., Murray.
LOVETT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Lovett of Benton Route Four
are the parents of a baby
boy, Corey Aaron, weighing
five pounds 7 '02 ounces,
measuring 18 41 inches, horn
on Monday, Aug. 7, at 8:41
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is self em-
ployed with Lovett Plum-
bing.
Granliparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Lovett of Benton
Route Four and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L. Edwards of
Benton Route Eight.
Great grandmothers are
Mrs. Thelma Anderson, of
Benton .and Mrs. Gladys
Goheen of Hardin. Great
great grandmothers are
Mrs. Edith Anderson of
Benton Route Five and Mrs.
Betty Rudolph of Sharpe.
Names °mined_
Turner-Clendenin Vows
Read In Church Ceremony
Miss Males Ann Turner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Turner of Puryear,
Tenn., became -the bride of
Timothy .Allen Clendenin,
son of Mr-- and Mrs. Robert
Allen Clendenin of Route
Six, Paris, Tenn., in a
summer ceremony at the
Fairview Baptist Church,
Paris.
The Rev. George Carrieal
of Shelbyville, Tenn., of-
ficiated. Mrs. Johnny White
presented a program of
organ selections.
The altar had a
background of green foliage,
a heart shaped can-
delabrum, and baskets of
gladioli and daisies in yellow
and white.
Bride's Dress
The radiant bride, given
inmarriage by her parents,
chose an elegant gown of
white qiana designed on
princess lines with a Queen
Anne neckline and long
tapered sleeves on the
bodice of French lace and
seed pearls. The skirt
flowed softly to a full train
and her cathedral length veil
of silk and nylon illusion
was held by a Camelot
headpiece of seed pearls and
lace. She wore diamond
earrings, a gift of the
groom, and she carried a
bouquet of gardenias, yellow
sweetheart roses, and
stephanotis.
The bride was attended by
_Mrs. Danny Tucker as
matron of honor and Miss
Brenda Overcast and Miss
Teresa Taylor as
bridesmaids. They wore
gowns of mint green,
princes style, styled with
vee neck and ruffled cape--
sleeves. Each carried a
long stemmed yellow rose
with fern and baby's breath.
Miss Cathy Crawford,
cousin of the bride, kept the
guest register.
Ricky Hall served the
groom as best man and
groomsmen were Greg Story
and Mark Kuhlo of Knox-
ville, Tenn. Ushers were
Randy Overcast , and Ty
McCaslin. The groom was
attired in a mint green
tuxedo with dark green trim
and ruffled green shirt. His
attendants wore the mint
green jackets with dark
green trousers.
For the wedding the
bride's mother chose a
formal length rose qiana
knit with surplice neckline,
three quarter sleeves and
belted at the waist. The
groom's mother wore an
orchid polyester knit,
gathered onto a yoke, long
full sleeves and a ribbon tie
sash.
Reception
The bride's parents en-
tertained the wedding guests
at a reception in the
fellowship hall of the church
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Ralph Morgan of





The Lyons ̀Family Reunion
will be held on Sunday, Aug.
13, at the Paris Landing
State Park.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon, and all
family members and friends
are urged to attend, a
family spokesman said.
The leaning tower of Pisa
increases its inclination by
one foot each 100 years.
following the ceremony.
The bridal table was
covered by a • floor length
cloth of white satin and lace
and had a centerpiece of
yellow and white daisies,
gladioli and baby's breath
flanked by silver candelabra
holding yellow tapers. On
one end was the three tiered
cake decorated in yellow
and green and crested by a
cluster of white satin bells.
Opposite the cake was the
silver punch bowl. Party
mints in the chosen colors
were served as well as
salted nuts.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Ricky Hubbard and
Mrs. Janis MacDonald,
sister of the groom, and
Miss Janie Crick.
For their wedding trip the
bride changed to a three
piece pants suit with
multi-colored blouse.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Clendenin are now at home
on Route One, Puryear,
Tenn., where the groom is
engaged in farming.
Out of town wedding
guests were Carl Kuylo,
Mrs. Mike Kuhlo, Miss
Jeannie Acuff, Mrs. Joanne
Beale, and Miss Mary Aleta
Wooten, all of Knoxille,
Tenn.; Mrs. Lloyd Horn and
Miss Gail Horn, Murray.
Other special guests were
the bride's grandmother and
great grandmother, Mrs.






son and his fiancee with a
dinner party at their home.
Guests were served: a
delicious menu. For the
occasion the bride-elect
wore a blue and white sun
dress with matching jacket.
Retired Teachers Hold
Program Meet Monday
Mrs. Olga Freeman, Mrs.
Harry Sparks and Mrs.L. J.
Hortin presentea a panel
"Book Talk" for Calloway
County Retired Teachers
Monday afternoon, Aug. 7, at
Ellis Center.
The program was an-
nounced by Mrs. Helen
Bennett, program chairman
for 1978-79. Mrs. Freeman led
the discussions with remarks
about reading processes and
books she had enjoyed. Among
the books she displayed and
briefly discussed were:, "On
FtefleCton," the-Relen Hayes
autobiography; "All Things
Wise and Wonderful,"_ by
James Herriot; and "Frontier
Tales of Tennessee." by
Louise Davis, staff member of
the Nashville Tennessean.
Mrs. Freeman formerly
taught Senior English an was
Librarian at Puryear High
School. She was also librarian
with Hazel and New Concord
schdOls before retiring.
Mrs. Sparks, former
English teacher in Kentucky
and librarian at the Murray
State University Laboratory
School, displayed several
books which she recom-
mended for reading. Included
were: "The Source," a cen-
tennial book by James
Michener; "As I Lay Dying,"
by William Faulkner; "War
and Peace," by Leo Tolston;
and Robert Penn Warren's
"World Enough an Time."
Mrs. Hortin, freelance
writer and former McCracken
County teacher, discussed
prominent Kentucky writers
and their recent books. These
authors included James Still,
Hariette Simpson Arnow,
Jesse Stuart, and several of
the Bicentennial Bookshelf.
writers from the University
Press of Kentucky.
Jack Gardner, vice
president, presided at the
meeting in the absence of th
president, Dr. Matt Spark-
man. It was announced that
the next meeting of the
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association would
be held at Ellis Center on Oct.
2. Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
president elect of the Ken-
tucky Retired Teachers
Association, announced that
the District meeting of
Retired Teachers will be held
Oct. 13 at the Speech and
Hearing Center.
Vice-President .Gardner
appointed Mary Smith, Hall
McCuiston and Virgil Grogan
as a committee to work on
preservation of records of the
Calloway Retired Teachers.
Carmon Parks presented a
proposal for amending Ale
association by-laws to correct
an inconsistency in the
membership committee. The
proposal will be voted on at
the next meeting.
Ray Dunn, director of
regional services at Murray
State, informed the group that •
courses for persons over 65
years of age were available at
the university with no tuition
fee. Mr. Gardner appointed a
committee .to survey the
members to discover who
might be interested an what
classes they would like to
attend. Appointed members of
thes rninittge were: 4 Mrs. ,
Holmes Ellis, chairman, Mrs.
Hall .McCuiston, Carmon
Parks, and Dr. Pete Panzera.
Parks announced that
members with Johnson Grass
on their property could have
the noxious weeds removed at
no cost. Dr. Stan Hendrickson
will be in charge of the next
meeting of the Calloway
Retired Teachers. Oct. 2.
Gardner conducted a
question-and-answer session
on individual problems of
teacher retirees. Reports by
the treasurer, Thyra
Crawford, an the secretary.
Mavis McCarnish, indicated
that there were 107 paid-up
.members and that there was a





GOLDEN POND, Ky -
For the seventh year long-
time friends and family will
enjoy the Between The
Rivers Homecoming, August
13, 1978, at the old Fenton
Airstrip just east of
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on U
S. Highway 68 in TVA"
Land Between The Lakes
LB14.
The event will be held rain
or ''Shine. All people who
lived in the area now known
as LBL and their guests are
expected to,attend.
Participants should bring
their own lunches and lawn
chairs. Water and restrooms
will be provided by TVA.
For additional information
contact: Vance Leneave
(chairman of the com-
mittee), George Bleidt, • Jim
Wallace. and Geneva
Wallace, Cadiz; Raymond
Matheny, Bill Miller, and
Albert Cassity, Jr., Murray;
Adrain Conner, Floy Miller,
and Braxton Gillahan,
Paducah; Terry N. Calhoun,
Kuttawa; and Dolly Gillahan
(secretary of the com-




has begun practice in
Family Medicine at his office
located adjutant fa the Emerginc*-itoom.
medical arts bldg. is completed)





Baby Girl Beard (Mary)
Box 865, Murray
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Joyce J. Bush and
Baby Ohl, Rt.- 1; Pupal':
Tenn., Mrs. Belinda R.
Brittain and Baby Boy, 1622
W. Olive, Murray, Traci R.
Names omitted in the list
of those attending the golden
wedding anniversary
'celebration 45 -honor of Mrr
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley held
recently at the Kenlake
Hotel were Mrs. Tollev's
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By Abigail Van Buren
3976 Ds Cmcago Tribunie N V News Sod IroC
DEAR ABBY: I agree totally with your criticism of
women's fashions this year.
There is no match for today's tacky designs, tacky
workmanship and tacky fabrics. Is it any wonder so many
women prefer to wear last year's comfortable, flattering
pantsuits?
I remember the battle you put up against those
crippling, pointtd-j.oed, spike-heeled shoes some years
back, and shortly afterward, they went out of style and
were replaced with more sensible shoes.
Perhaps if more women would refuse to buy the new
ridiculous clothes, the designers will get the message and
give us something more elegant and feminine again.
NOT BUYING IN '78
DEAR ABBY: Accolades to you for protesting the
absurd new women's fashions! Like you, I am also wearing
what I think becomes me even though it may be several
years old.
Let the fashion industry do their thing. Meanwhile, I'm
sure that millions of style-conscious women will join you in
protesting the new freakish-looking clothes by refusing to
buy them.
- GRANDMOTHER IN MARYLAND
DEAR ABBY: Three cheers for protesting the ugly,
outrageous new fashions the designers are trying to force
on women this year.
I agree, the new clothes for women are a bad joke.
Thanks for saying that you will either wear your old
clothes or have something new made.
Women -my age 1401 are not buying this year.
WITH YOU. ALL THE WAY
DEAR WITH: Most of my readers were "with me"-but
not all. Here's equal time for the other side:
DEAR ABBY: Just because you 'don't happen to look
good in this year's clothes doesn't give you the right to put
down models. You said the new clothes look like they were
designed for women with no breasts and no hips, who
stand 6 feet tall and weigh 105 pounds.
I am a model, and those happen to be MY dimensions. But
for your information, the clothes are NOT designed for us
models; they are designed for women of all shapes and
sizes. However, models with the abovementioned
proportions show off the CLOTHES better!
SIX FEET AND 105
DEAR SIX: I don't want to put you tall, lean girls out of
work, but just once I'd like to see clothes modeled by girls
who are 5 feet 4 inches with well-padded hips, ample
breasts and a viable tummy.
DEAR TASTELESS ABBY: Why in the world would
you want to perpetuate your antiquated ideas on the
fashion-minded public?
In today's market, with such a wide variety of soft
fabrics and feminine styles, there is something becoming
for every woman.
After years of the unkempt, sloppy look, and polyester
pantsuits, women are starting to dress and look like ladies
again.
FRANKIE IN PHILA.
DEAR FRANKIE: Please tell me where to find these
"lovely, feminine styles." All I've seen are the oversized,
layer on layer, sloppy Russian peasant styles that male
most women (me included) look like "Mrs. Five-by-Five."
DEAR ABBY: 'Fri reference to your swipe at this year's
fashions: You said, 'This year's fashions are intentionally
kooky in order to make milady's last year's clothes look
completely outdated."
Where have you been? You seem to have overlooked
many of this year's _styles which are flattering and
feminine.
Oh, yes. there are a few far-out, unusual styles, but they
are far from kooky and ridiculous as you claimed. A more
appropriate description for them is "fun" clothes.
LIKES THE NEW LOOK
DEAR LIKES: I'm not sure I know what "fun clothes"
are, but I can tell you that it's not "fun" to pay tbe prices
they're asking for shoddy, unflattering merchandise.
Women of the world. unite! Wear what you have as long as
you can get the zippers up!
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly HiUs, Calif. 90212. Enclose
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Jane Marie Wagar Becomes Bride
Of Mr. Mayfield At Church Here
Miss Jane Marie Wagar,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jac t Wagar of
Murray, and Ronald Lynn
Mayfield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert William
Mayfield of Abilene, Texas,
were married on Saturday,
July 22, at seven p.m. in the
sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whit-
taker performed the double
ring ceremony.
The sanctuary of the
church was decorated with
two spiral brass candelabra,
each containing fifteen
burning white tapers ent-
wined with greenery. On
either side were two large
baskets of white chrysan-
themums and white gladioli
with large apricot satin
bows. The brass arch ent-
wined with greenery and an
apricot satin boil', prayer
bench, and unity candles
completed the decorations.
The family pews were
marked with hurricane
lamps containing burning




presented by Miss Kathy
Crow who also accomfianied
herself and sang "Starting
Here, Starting Now." She
also accompanied Mrs.
Vernon Shown, vocalist, who
sang "My Tribute," and
Sing and Tell, a college
singing church group, who
sang, "Take My Life and Let
It Be" led by Phil Duncan.
The processional began
with "Trumpet Voluntary"
played by Daniel Oolando,
trumpeter, and Dan
McDaniel, organist. The
bride entered to "Lohengrin"
by Wagner. After being given
in marriage by her father, the
bride and groom sang a duet
to each lather, "The Gift of
Love," based on I Corin-
thians 13. At the close of the
ceremony Mrs. Shown sang
"The Lord's Prayer" by
Malotte. The traditional
march by Mendelssohn was
used for the recessional.
The bridal couple
presented each mother with
a single long stemmed rose




The bride was radiant in
her formal length gown of
white satalustre organza.
The empire fitted bodice
featured a Queen Ann heart-
shaped neckline embroidered
with tiny seed pearls.
Motifs of the appligues silk
Venice lace adorned the
bodice and the full Bishop
sleeves which ended in deep
cuffs edged in lace. Lace
also detailed the front of the
gown and a lace border
outlined the bottom of the
circular skirt and the chapel
length train.
Attached to a Queen Ann
tiara of tiny seed pearls was
the silk illusion veil edged
and appliqued in matching
lace.
She carried a stylized
cascade bouquet of white
roses, gardenias, stephanotis,
English ivy, and leather
leaf. The only jewelry worn
by the bride was pearl
earrings given to her by her
mother.
Attending her sister as
matron of honor was Mrs.
Randy (Rebecca) Cun-
ningham. She wore a formal
empire gown of apricot
ciacron polyester organza,
beruffled at the bodice and
hem and trimmed with
white lace and flowing back
bow.
Her headpiece consisted of
silk flowers, greenery, and
baby's breath. She carried
a colonial bouquet centered
with an apricot colored silk
iris surrounded by car-
nations, baby's breath,
greenery, and tiny silk
flowers with ribbon
streamers.
Her other attendants were
Miss Martha McKinney,
Murray, maid of honor;
Miss Patrice Carroll, Frank-
fort, and Miss Barbara
Kemper, Cadiz, bridesmaids;
Min...Jennifer DeitiCk. 4unior. •
bridesmaid; Miss Debbie
Detrick, flower girl. The latter
two are from Bowmansville,
N.Y.
The attendants wore
'dresses and headpieces like
the matron of honor. The
maid of honor and
bridesmaids also had the
same bourets. • The junior
bridesmalcr- callited a
covered with a white satin
floor length cloth. An
arrangement of multi-
colored miniature roses in a
silver goblet highlighted the
table. Mrs. Carl (Patti)
Hosford served at the
register.
Miss Nancy Spann
directed the wedding and
was also presented a cor-
sage of white carnations.
Reception
Immediately following the
wedding a reception was
held in the church fellowship
hall by the bride's parents.
The beautifully appointed
bride's table was covered
with an ivory floor length
linen cloth. Centering the
table was a large crystal
compote filled with an
arrangement of multi-
colored roses flanked by a
pair of silver candelabra,
each holding three white







wedding cake was decorated
with white roses, doves, tiny
angels, and a pair of love
birds and kissing angels'
between the layers standing
in a portico formed by
lattice posts. The almond
butter cake was topped by
an arrangement of multi-
colored roses. A large silver
punch bowl and tray com-
pleted the table. Apricot and
green mints and assorted
nuts were also served from
silver trays.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. David Hill, Murray.
Miss Jody Berryman, niece
of the groom, Abilene,
Texas, Miss Karen Gordon,
Benton. and Miss Lisha
Wager, cousin of the bride,
Paducah. Mrs. Paul Lyons,'
Jr., directed the reception.
From a brass wine cooler,
apricot satin rice roses were
arranged and were
distributed among the guests
by Miss Dare Wilburn, niece
of the groom, Red Oak,
Texas.
Miss Kathy Crow, Kennett,
Me., played selections on the
piano during the reception.
An arrangement of rases in
a crystal compote was On
the piano.
For the wedding trip the
bride chose to wear a beige
teaturiz.ed_ IWO _pitcr_
suit with a floral print bow
blouse ind accented with
beige accessories. At her
shoulder was pinned a
corsage of white gardenias,
roses, and stephanotis taken
from her bridal bouquet.
After a wedding trip to
Acapulco, Mexico, the couple
is at borne at Ira, Texas,
where the groom is the sand
smaller matching nosegay
and the flower girl carried a
white wicker flower basket




Mayfield as best man. The
groomsmen and ushers were
Cy Ditmore, Jonathon
Hooper, and Steve Moreland,
all from Abilene, John
Carroll, Dumas, Texas, and
Randy Cunningham, brother-
in-law of the bride, Murray.
Ringbearer was Mickey Hill,
nephew of the bride.
The mother of the bride
chose to wear a formal
gown of coral polyester with
an accordian pleated skirt.
The gown had an attached
elbow length capelet of
nylon chiffon and she wore
matching accessories. Her
corsage was of robs which
matched her dress.
Mrs. Mayfield, mother of
the groom, was attired in a
mint green formal length
lace coat and dress en-
semble with matching ac-





dressed in a formal length
light blue gown of polyester.
Her matching jacket was of
light blue lace and she wore
matching accessories. Her
paternal grandmother, Mrs.
Russell Wolfe, Paducah, was
attired in a hot pink formal




presented with a corsage of
white carnations. -
Guests registered in the
Ur. and Afrs. Ronal Lynn Magi-Rd
director in the Snyder Public
Schools and the bride will be
teaching dancing.
Out of town guests in-
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wagar, Alanlitsworth, Mrs.
Riley Jones, Russell Wolfe,
Mrs. Jewel Crenshaw, Mrs.
Arthur Skinner, and Mrs.
Luda Johnson, Paducah; Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse McNuttandbride's book at.. a tablg Aplin, cienlon; Mrs.
Fred Erwin, Calvert City;
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thom-
pson. Fulton; Mr. and Mrs.
Al Billington, Bowling




Elkton; Miss Julie Jones,
Frankfort; Miss Vicki
Berms, Miss Jackie Lyon,
and Miss Idelissa Warford,
Louisville; Miss Alice
Parker, Caruthersville, Mo.;
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. L,eip,
Larry, Laura, and Leslie,
Ferguson, Mo.;Mrs. W. D.
Leip, Sr., Belleville,
Mrs. Bill Wilson, Hen-
dersonville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Brent Allen, Collierville,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Crook, Nashville, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Detrick,
Bowmansville, N. Y.; Mr.
and Mrs. John McKinney,
Glen Burnie, Md.; Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Wilburn, Red
Oak, Texas; . Hubert




Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Mayfield,. parents of the
groom, were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner held on
Friday evening, July 21. at
the 'Brass Lantern, Aurora.
Covers were laid for 28
guests including the wedding
party. The couple presented
their attendants with gifts.
Luncheon
A bridesmaids luncheon
was held' on the day of the
wedding at noon at the home
of Miss Martha McKinney,
maid of honor. The table
was overlaid with a cross-
stitched Cloth and the
centerpiece was a brass
fruit bowl and tray arranged
with fresh fruit which was
presented to the bride from
the maid of honor and her
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FOR THURS DA Y , AUGUST
lo.-178
What kind of day will
tomorrow be" To find out What
the stars say, re..4d the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES Ars ,
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
If you feel people or events
have let you down somewhat,
reflect on .the benefits you
HAVE received - especially
the unexpected ones. This is a'





Apr. 21 to May 21)
You have fine stellar in-
fluences to help you now, but it
will be HOW You use your
abilities and advantages that
will determine the caliber of
GyoEsuNurgal t!ins. Only your bes  
May 22 to June 21) n4-A--
A splendid Mercury day!
Especially favored: writers,






( June 22 to July 231
There's no better time than
the present to exercise your
latent talents as well as more
obvious abilities, to increase
chances for advancement. Be
logical in all discussions.
LEO
Atty Situ Ang:-.251 4124‘Se.Z.
Common sense and a
philosophical attitude will
help you through this
somewhat mixed day. Don't
disrupt your schedule by going
off on tangents, indulging
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP PA- --
Experiences  of the pasOmay
give you clues as to proper
handling of this day's action.
Withahouldcwreetclo wellPrwedilre.--you-
LIBRA
(Sept. 21 to Oct. 23) —
Warm-hearted enthusiasm
for your efforts may not be
•-forthcoming-u • but they ARE
02314:41-
1:.<4
being noticed in the right




I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In/4C
New prospects highlighted.
What you consider an "ob-
stacle" to your plans is only an
illusion. Proceed with con-
fidence.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Ilierite-
Indications of stepped-up
action in certain areas. Study
well and be prepared to grasp
any opportunity to advance
your status.
CAPRICORN, Dec. 22 to Jan. 20i VJ
Don't let false pride hinder
your progress. If you feel
stymied in a certain area,
don't hesitate to ask advice
Even a person less gifted than
yourself could prove helpful
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb 19)
A time for definitely
clarifying your objectives. Get
together with those who share
your interests and, between
you, work .out a clear and
concise prograrri of action
PISCES
1Feb. ZO to Mar. 20) =
Don't let a tricky .situation
dismay Jou. Your innate in-
tuition, which often borders on
real inspiration, will see' you
through.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
innately enthusiastic.
outgoing person: are well-
endowed mentally and often
achieve physically as, for
instance, in the world of
'spats. -Taus- 11---1
vibrance and magnanimity.
and ft -also endows yn0 with
great willpower. deter-
miniation, idealism, keen
intuition and foresight. Yor
personality Sits you lee
leadership in many fields, but
you must curb a tendency to
be overbearing with others
Btrthdate of: Herbert Hoover,





Be Held By Group
The Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens will
make a one day trip to
Brandon Springs, Tenn., at
TVA group camp, on
Monday August 28. The
.charter bus will leave from
the St. John's Church
parking lot, 1620 West Main
Street at 8:30 a.m. and
arrive back at 4:30 p.m. The
cost will bes$6.50 per person
and this will include the
noon meal and the bus fare.
Reservations (with the
$6.50) must be turned into
the Senior Citizens Office or
to one of the Area Director,
Alma Cooper, Annette
Burnham, May Denny, or
Verona Grogan, no latei
than Friday, Aug. 18.
Persons are asked to make
reservations as soon as
possible to be assured of a -
seat on the bus.
The Ellis Community
Center on Ellis Drive is
open every Tuesday and
Thursday from 10 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. for senior citizens
activities.
Fridays are shopping days
for senior citizens who live
int he city limits. Call 753-
0929 by 9:00 a.m. for mor-
ning shopping which is to
the North Side shopping
center and town. Cali 753-
0929 by 11:30 a.m. for af-
ternoon shopping which is to
the South Side shopping
center and town.
Shopping for senior
citizens who live in the
country can be arranged on
other days by calling 753-
0929 one day in advance.
When calling for shopping,
persons should name the
places they are going so the
bus driver can plan her
route. Persons are asked to
use seat belts when riding
the van.
Plans for the senior citizens
bazaar will be discussed
Tuesday Aug. 15 at 10:00
a.m. at the Ellis Center.
ialltal mega.  ectiklikle art-hr




• vlected her Chia& Pot-
tery. Flat Ware and
Crvstal from our com-
plete bridal registry.
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The cut in capital gains taxes
approved by the House Ways and
Means Committee has been
threatened with a veto by
President Carter, who calls it "a
windfall for the wealthy."
But even the President
concurs in one feature of the
legislation being shaped by the
corn mittee.
Individuals selling a home
owned — and occupied — for two
years or more would be exempt
from the capital gains tax on any
profit up to $100,000. Under
present law, the tax is deferred
only if the profits are invested in
-a new home within 18 months. A
portion of the gain is tax-free for
persons 65 and older even if no
new home is purchased.
If the provision becomes law,
most people, regardless of age,
who sell their homes would face
no tax at all.
The exemption, however,
would be a once-in-a-lifetime
advantage.
The proposal _recognizes the
disproportionate impact of
inflation upon real estate values.
Children lea,e home, jobs
demand relocation, divorces
involve property settlements,
persuading f c in g - -home
owners to sell and move to a
smaller house or apartment.
Under current laws, they not
only are deprived of their
residence, but find the federal
government taking a substantial
share of the gain.
The tax relief on home sales
accounts' for only about $750
million of the $16.2 billion tax cut
approved by the Ways and
Means Committee. Another $10.4
billion benefit to individuals
would result from a partial
indexing of tax rates to offset the
effects of inflation and increases
in standard deductions and
dependent exemptions.
The Ways and Means
disagreement with the President
will center on the $4.8 billion in
corporate and capital gains tax
relief for business.
And the Carter opposition to
the business tax break, designed
to stimulate the economy and
create jobs, May soften in the
face of growing bipartisan
support for a more generous
Republican plan. Rep. Jack
Kemp of New York and Sen.
William Roth of Delaware would
cut individual taxes by, 30
percent over three years.
The shadow of the perceived
ta it-revolt has crept over both-the





FRANKFORT, Ky,. ( AP! - Lt. Gov.,
Thelma Stovall is going ahead with an
official announcement for governor on
Saturday to assure her supporters that
.7 she is in the 1979 Democratic primary
race to stay.
"People k.ept calling to say, 'Thelma,
7-we're ready Mien you are,.' " Mrs.
Stovall said. "So now, people will un-
derstand it's definite. We need to get
- the show on the road."
Mrs. Stovall said -in an interview that
she has not spent 29 years in public
office and reached the No. 2 place in
state government only to bow out of
next year's gubernatorial scramble.
"The truth is, -I'm the only one who
(Ain't afford to get out," she said. "If I
do, -my chantes (for governor) are
_ completely over. As for some of the
others, a litle more education in
government won't hurt them."
Mrs. Stovall plans to make her of-
announcement Saturday in
Louisville. •
She already has two officially an-
; nounced rivals for the Democratic
• nomination: former Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane and State Auditor
George Atkins.
"•:' In addition, former State Commerce
Commissioner Terry Marayer has
.; said he will announce after November
;:. and 1st District Congressman Carroll
71 Hubbard said last Saturday he
probably would make up his mind in
January.
'-: The administration of Gov. Julian
es er.
I, WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger . de Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of- the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switehboard; 202-224-
3121,
Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
W a sh in gtonl). C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
ssern sr-1311r—i senlin5y-alarm-g-r-
5iwpoo or by Writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home






201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
• Mrs. Stovall, who has chafed under
the reduced duties of the- lieutenant
governor's 'office -- reduced by the
legislature before her election --
nevertheless has gained national ,
prominence because of her veto as
Senate president of a 1978 resolution
that repealed earlier ratification 'of the
Equal Rights Amendment.
There have been reports. mainly
from other candidates, that state labor
interests, who traditionally support
Mrs. Stovall, have told her she cannot
expect such backing this time.
Mrs. Stovall said no one representing
any labor groups has told her that. In
fact, she said, she alma** has the
endorsement of a transit workers' local
at Louisville and a Teamsters' union
official there "told me not to' worry.'
"Labor can't make any en-
dorsements anyway until the fall when
COPE meets," she said, referring to
the Committee on Political Education
of the Kentucky AFL-CIO.
Mrs. Stovall said State Labor
Commissioher James Yocom "is
openly committed to Terry," with
unknown implications.
The lieutenant governor also in-
dicated that if organized labor fails to
endorse her, "after my open door policy
all these years," others may wonder
about labor's- loyalty and crentlIty.
Mrs.. Stovall's political action com-
mittee is called "Boosters for Thelma"
and she said fund raising is expected to
pick up after her announcement
Saturday.
She said she is not ready to disclose
any platform yet.
"I am going to run as the people's
candidate," she said. "The things I will
do as governor are the things that have
been neglected.•'
One of those areas, she said, is roads.
Mrs. Stovall has visited various parts of
the state recently at the request of
citizens with complaint's about roads.
Bible Thought'
•The innocent and righteous slay
thou not: fee I will net justify the
wicked. — Exbdus .23:7. '
We are all held accountable for our _
own aetions before God. Therefore




iktters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
...includoct.foLatecificatacia.-Zbe.phosiii
number will not be poblished.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest, -
-Mors rmarve the" TIM' to -
condense or reject any 'letter and
limit frequent writers
• • A ddrest correspondeffi"e*.tvio-
Editor, the Murray lAiii•—&—n.








School and is a junior at Murray State
University.
The Murray Pony League All-Stars
_lost the first game in the double
elimination tournament at Princeton,
Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell and
children have returned from a vacation
in Colorado.
daughter, Miss Martha Jean Lewis, to
Gene Paul Sammons, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Sammons of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Gravette - "and—
children of Greenville, Texas, have
been the guests of her mother, Mrs. Joe
Baker.
family will be honored with an open
house at the church parsonage on
August 13 with the Woman's Society of
Christian Service as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall of Memphis,
Tenn., were the weekend guests of her
mother, Mrs. Ed Fllbeck.
WELL , I'M WAITING.




Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
ens elope The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me if
everyone has to pay in advance for
health insurance when they take out a
policy?-C.S.
Usally at least a portion of the
premium has to be paid in advance.
Most insurance companies will let you
pay quarterly (every three months) or
annually (every twelve months). Some
policies can be paid monthly, but most
companies require at least a quarterly
payment in advance.
Answering and explaining questions
on health insurance has been one of the
primary functions of Heartline during
the last five years. Because many
people do not know what they need and
do not understand the policies theyIee,
Heartline has prepared a brochure to
help you in making, a wise decision
when purchasing your insurance. This
brochure covers tips in buying a policy
and what to look for in your policy, for a
free copy of this literature, write to:
Heartline-Health Insurance, - 114 E.
Dayton St., W. Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Please enalose a 15-cent stamp with
your request.
HEARILINELI have worked in a
Civil Service job for over 15 years. I
now have a very good opportunity to go
into a partnership with a friend of mine.
_Since I have paid into the Civil Service
retirement fund for 15 years, I have a
large sunothere. Can I have this money
-. refunded-now or do I have toosait
'retiiiment to get it?-P. I.
You can receive a refund of your
money paid into the Civil Service
Retirement Fund by filling out Stan-
dard Form 2802.
TU be eligible-for a.taitineklueu must -
meet the two following requirements:
ii your separation from service occurs
and the application for a refund is filed
with the Civil Service Commission at
least 31 days before the beginning date
of an annuity for which you may be
eligible. and (2) you are not employed
in a position subject to Civil Service
retirement law and you will not be so
employed within 31 days from the date
of separation from your previous
positions.
HEARTLINE: I am 49 years old and I
am disabled. My husband died last
year. Can you tell me about the
requirements for diabled widow
benefits from Social Security"-A. B.
• A widow may be considered disabled
only if she has an impairment so severe
that it would ordinarily prevent a
person from working and is expected to
last at least 12 months. Vocational
factors such as age, education and
previous work experience cannot be
considered in deciding whether a widow
is disabled.
In addition, a widow must have been
disabled before the, death of her
husband or within seven years after his
death. However, if the widow received
mother's benefits for having a child in
her care under age 18, her disability
must have begun within seven years
after .this benefit ended. If the widow
meets the above requirements, she is
eligible to apply for disabled widow's
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A loan fund has-been established by
friends of the late George Hart to
provide financial assistance for
education of Calloway County students
at Murray State University.
The yards of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker
Littleton, Mrs. Ethel Ward, Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Alexander, and Mi. and Mrs.
James H. Smith have been named as
August Yards of the Month for the
20-Years Ago_ -
Donald G. Hughes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Hughes, was one of three
University of Louisville senior medical
students to receive a Sister Kennedy
Foundation grant this summer' in
physical medicine and rehabilitation.
Rotary District Governor W. T.
Forsee spoke at the meeting of the
30 Years Ago
Jimmy Dublin and Charley White of
the Hazel High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America have
returned home after attending the 19th
annual convention of the Kentucky FFA
held August 6 and 7 at Louisville.
Artie Brumley and his Radioaires
Quartet will present_ a program at the
HOW CAN '•ibtl•EOREitET
ALL ThE HAM 5
WE HAP TOGETHER
various sections of the city by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. _CLL..
( Harriet) Phillips, age 73.
Jeanette Cathey of Murray Route
Five has several paintings on display at
• the Murray-Calloway County Library.




Murray Rotary Club here and also at a
special assembly at the Kenlake Hotel.
The Ground Observer Corps' award
dinner will be held at the Murray
Woman's Club house on Aug. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Kennedy of
Mayfield announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
Outland School on August 10.
The Murray Fire Department an-
swered a call, to the Billington-Jones
Motor Company on August 7 and a call
to the Economy Market on August 8.
The Rev. George W. Bell, new pastor
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Mayor Frank Rizzo, reacting
angrily after the city's 15-
month war with a
bedraggled band of self-
styled anarchists ended in
the death. of a police officer
in a bloody gunfight, called
for return of the death
penalty and said he would
pull the switch.
The emotional Rizzo,
biting his lips and fighting
back tears, denounced the
mop-haired members of
MOVE as an uncivilized
foe that fired the first shot"
in the confrontation with
police tfiarpshooters
Tuesday.
The battle ended with
bulldozers and a crane
leveling MOVE's three-story
fortress after 12 adults, 11
children, 22 dogs and in
unknown number of rats
were flushed from the
cellar. Inside, officers said,
they found a dozen loaded
weapons and 1,600 rounds of
ammunition.
All the adults, held without
bond, were charged with
murder, attempted murder
and conspiracy at a heavily
Pope Paul VI Rites
guarded hearing that MOVE
spokesman Delbert Orr
Africa — all members take
Africa as a surname —
ridiculed as "a legalized
lynching."
"Get that death penalty
back, and put them in the
electric chair and I'll pull
the switch," said Rizzo, a
former foot patrolman who
rose to police commissioner
before becoming mayor in
1972.
Pennsylvania has no death
penalty law, but a bill is
pending in the Legislature.
Six other officers, five
firefighters and two MOVE
members were injured in
the fiveminute gunfight.
Afterwards, , another 25
people were arrested in
rock-and brick-throwing
skirmishes with police near





MOVE claims to be a
backto-nature group with an
announced goal to overthrow
the government. It had been
cited for violating the city's
health and fire codes, and
rejected court orders to
vacate' the premises where
garbage and human wastes
composted in the back yard.
"The adversary in this
case was an uncivilized foe
who we were forced to cope
with according to civilized
rules," Rizzo said, noting
that the city had tried to
negotiate with MOVE for
more than two years.
"The incident is not closed
yet because we have seven
more to apprehend," said
Rizzo, referring to members
sought for charges including
weapons violations and
disorderly conduct. "Then
the trial, and we can put
this revolutionary movement
out of business once and for
all."
The shooting erupted after
police in a pre-dawn raid,
armed 'With subpoenas and
arrest warrants, battered
down a wooden barricade,
punched holes in boarded-up
windows and began flooding
the basement.
"If you waint us, you'll
have to bring us out dead,"
said Chuckle Sims Africa,
who was one of two MOVE
members wounded.
4,500 Police To Guard Funeral
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
The Italian government
ordered more than 4,500
police and. other security
men to- guard. against
terrorists along the 13-mile
route the body of Pope Paul
VI travels tonight from
Castel Gandolfo to St...
Peter's Basilica.— -




was wary of an attempt by







other terrorist group to
make new headlines. A
century ago, during the
funeral of Pope Pius LX in
February 1878, anticlerical
radicals tried to throw the
coffin into the Tiber River.
Mounted police dispersed
them.
Crowds gathered for the
third day at the papal
summer palace in Castel
Gandolfo to file past the
body of. the. 80-year-old
pontiff who reigned over the
Roman Catholic Church for
the past 15 years. More than
50,000 made the journey
Monday and Tuesday to the
village in the Alban Hills
where he died Sunday night
After a heart attack..
The viewtng was to end at
noon, and the body was to
be encased in triple caskets
of cypress lined with scarlet
silk, lead and oak. In ac-
cordance with papal custom,
a velvet bag containing each
of the Vatican coins and
medals struck during Pope
• Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Paul's reign was to be
placed in the inner casket
along with a scroll listing
his encyclical- letters and
other major documents.
In the evening, the coffin
was to be placed in a hearse
for the drive to Rome. The
motorcade was to include
the pope's relatives, high-
ranking church officials and
representatives of the Italian
government. A strong
motorcycle escort was
assigned to escort the
motorcade.
En route to the Vatican
and St. Peter's, the
motorcade was to stop for a
prayer service in front of
the Basilica of St. John
Lateran. It is the pope's
cathedral as bishop of
Rome, and it was there that
Pope Paul went three
months ago to pray for his
close friend Aldo Moro after
the Italian political leader
was murdered by the Red
Brigades.
Members of the College of
Cardinals who have arrived
for the funeral end election
of the new pope will be in
St. Peter's when the coffin is
carried in. It will be ',placed
beneath Michelangelo's great
dome, near the main altar,
and will lie in state there
until the funeral Mass and
burial Saturday.
Pagliai's Pizza and  Italian Restaurant
ital'ian Spaghetti
With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on







Super Special For Kids 1
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good











REMINDER OF THE PAST—With an old fashioned rake dominating early morning
scene, field worker Maria Cortez, 22. hoes weeds in a field near Salinas, Calif. Although
the hay rake has been replaced with modern machinery, the hoe for weeding lettuce
fields is still in common use in California's Salinas Valley.
Cost Of Living Is Higher In
Lexington Than Louisville
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The cost of living in
Lexington from April
through June was higher
than in Louisville and most
of the 200 other cities sur-








relative price levels in
selected cities. .
The survey measures -the
price of 25 food items and 18
non-food items, commodities
or services.
The average price in alr
the cities for any one item is
given an index number of
100, and each city's price for
a particular good or service
is then rated above or below
the average.
Lexington's index for all
43 items in the second
quarter of this year was
105.4.
Other Kentucky cities had
lower figures, with Louisville
at 93.7; Henderson 91.6 and
Bowling Green 87.5.
c-Cities with indexes similar
to Lexington's include
Detroit; Laramie, Wyo., and
Burlington, Vt.
Ed Sturgeon, research
manager for the Greater
Jessamine
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Jessamine County
has been suspended from the
national flood insurance
program for failing to adopt
minimal measures for
safeguarding property from




county residents and owners
of " businesses cannot buy
federallyfunded flood in-
surance until the suspension
Es lifted.
VA-and FHA-insured loans
for construction in flood-
prone areas and federal
flood disaster assistance
may also be held up.
The FIA said the county
can regain good standing by
adopting the necessary






-- Jack T. Brooks has been
named a member of the
state Fish and Wildlife
Resources Commission by
Gov. Julian Carroll, who
also reppointed Dr. Robert
C. Webb of Grayson and Joe
Fay Britt of Madisonville to
the commission.
Brooks replaces Hale




— Children in six eastern
Kentucky counties will be
JulmiaLtesed 'dp1L sealant
beginning Aug. 21 in a new
program to prevent cavities*.
The counties are Letcher,
Knott, Perry, Owsley, Lee
and Wolfe.
The state Department for
Human -Resources -
coordinate the program. It




Commerce, said the index
doesn't necessarily mean
that Lexington is a more
expensive place to live than
most American cities.
"All the index say is that
these items on the average
cost more in Lexington
during the second quarter of
1978 than they do in the
other cities participating in
the index," he said.
Sturgeon said the index is
probably most helpful for a
person who is moving from
another city in the survey to -
Lexington.
"It would give him a
relative r.omparison. of the.
cost of living between the
two cities," he said.
The index is broken down




Lexington had higher costs
than Louisville in every
category but health.
Sturgeon said the cost of
hying in Lexington has
remained fairly stable on
the index, but that the
number of cities par-
ticipating changes from
quarter to quarter.
He said there are about 25
major metropolitan areas,
Dismissed
regulations July 18 at a
specially-called meeting.
Members of fiscal court will
hold a public hearing Aug.
17 before approving the
measures.









President Carter told a
delegation of mayors today
that some parts of his urban
program "are in danger of
not being passed by the
Congress."
The president flew back to
the White House today from
an overnight trip to New
York City where he sighed a
$1.65-billion loan-guarantee
program for the city.
He then met with the
mayors of 13 other cities,
who had been lobbying for
passage of a troubled ad-
ministration proposal to
dispense an additional $1
billion a year in aid to cities
with high unemployment and
other symptoms of distress.
Carter told the group that
the $1-billion fiscal aid
proposal, which was set




"We still have a chance of
redeeming that," the
president said as reporters
witnessed the first few
minutes of the meeting.
Detroit Mayor Coleman
Young, the head of the




when it was first made
pvblic a few months ago.
"We still support it,"
Young said.
The fiscal-aid portion of
Carter's urban program
would authorize an ad-
ditional $1 billion each year
for two years, to be divided
among distressed cities.
The mayors met Tuesday
with members of Congress
on the plan, which a House
subcommittee set aside last
week and which is still
pending in the Senate.
Presidential aide Gene
Eidenberg said Carter ask, .
the mayors to report per-
sonally to him about what
they had "heard in their
lobbying drive.
Besides Young, those
attending the White House
meeting were the mayors of
Pittsburgh, San Francisco,




Mass., Trenton, N.J., and St.
Paul, Minn.
OVER 450 RECIPES
Get the 30th Edition of the
Ball BLUE BOOK!
Today's complete guide
to home canning and
freezing—with more than
450 recipes!
For the fend,. Mar Wants to
enjoy great "in-season" eating all
year long, the latest Ball Blue
Book not only updates our time-
tested canning secrets, but brings
you a whole new section on
special diets and over 450
mouth-watering recipes for
better eating year 'round!
Based on 90 years of canning
knowledge and research. 1978 Bali
The latest Ball Blue Book covers everything
from kitchen equipment to choosing the right
container, special diets, a guide for calorie
counters—even organic gardening and how to
find the best in-season food buys.
More than 450 recipes at
much less than a penny a
recipe!
From Apricot Preserves to
Zucchini Pickles. Main
dishes to dessert treats. The
30th" Bslt Blue Boot is nortettr- -
America's finest canning guide-
book, but a favorite cookbook
as well!
SEND TODAY! Clip the
coupon and mail with check
or money order for $2.50.
Right now, fruits and vegetables
are approaching flavor peaks,
lowest prices. Preserve themCorporation
yourself the Ball Blue Book
way. More than a cookbook, it's a "how-to-
do-it" encyclopedia of home canning and
freezing.
BB PAGES! 81/2"s11" SIZE. HUNDREDS OF FULL-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
NEW CANNING AND FREEZING IDEAS. YOURS FOR ONLY 52.50!
LOOK! Here's lint




2 pounds (907g) trimmed
green beans
1/4 cup (60rnL) salt
4 heads dill
4 cloves garlic
I teaspoon (5inL) ojayenne
Pepper
24/2 cups (600mL) vinegar
2112 cups (600enL) water
Pack beans lengthwise,





Box 2005, Department YB -
Muncie, Indiana 47302
Please rush me my copy of the 30th
Edition Ball Blue Book. Enclosed as my
check or money order for $2.50. Includes
po,tage and handling (Please do not








cayenne pepper, I clove
garlic and I head dill
Combine-rev/gaining
ingredients and bring to
boiling. Pour, boiling hot,
over beans, leaving
1/4-inch (6nols) head space
Remove air bsibbks. Adjust
caps. Process pints and
quarts 10 minutes in
boiling water bath. Yield...





Soon To Be Murray's




Call Kenneth Owen or Steve Compton
753-4682 753-9621_
436-2613 753-8302
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Attorney General Says Louisville
Alderman Committee To Be Limited
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The attorney general's
office has issued an opinion
which could put some brakes
on the Louisville Board of
Alderman in its investigation
sof Mayor William Stansbury.
It indicated Tuesday that
:1)e board has no power to
bpoena vigipesses and put
*ern under oath.
The mayor was not
mentioned by name in the
opinion, requested by
Laurence Zielke, the city's
law director, but the advice
sought obviously related to
the board's probe.
Zielke wrote that the
board has created a select
committee to investigate
-all matters concerning
abuses by the office of the
_mayor" and is considering
an ordinance which would
grant the committee
authority to issue subpoenas
and administer oaths.
He wanted to know if the




said no — not under the
Home Rule or any Other
statute.
"In the absence of specific
authority to issue subpoenas
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Furthermore, Herdman
said, only officers authorized
by the constitution and
statutes may administer
oaths.
"It is true that cities of
the first class (Louisville)
are giVen considerable home
rule authority under the 1972
act," Herdman said.
"However ..such „power is
given where it is not in
conflict with the constitution
or statutes of the state or
the United States.
"In this respect, you will
note that the Legislature has
at the same time it granted
cities of the first class home
rule authority., also enacted
a specific statute governing
the investigation and
removal of executive and
ministerial officers."
Herdman said any attempt
to go beyond the statute or
add to powers it specifically
grants would be invalid.
"Under the circumstances
we are of the opinion that
the committee established
by the board of aldermen to
investigate the matters
mentioned does not possess
the power to subpoena
witnesses and require their
testimony under oath," he
said.
Zielke indicated the board
intends to compel attendance
of witnesses. and documents
and require sworn
testimony:
Almost all opinions by the
attorney general's office are
advisory and without force




Stansbury began after the
mayor admitted lying about
his whereabouts at the start
of . last month's Louisville
firemen's strike.
Stansbury first said he
was alone in Atlanta on city
business, but later admitted
he went to New Orleans with
a female aide and a
Louisville couple. He later
apologized publicly for the
deception.
Meanwhile, one of two
menitierfi' of the aiderrhanic
committee who quit the
panel ,Monday decided to
rejoin the group Tuesda
Alderman Milburn Maupu)
said that he was angered
Monday by a deeision to
hire an adviser to the
committee. Maupin said
Tuesday that his complaint
with the committee was a
procedural one and had been







Kentucky has been awarded
a $1.9 million grant by the
U.S. Office of Surface
Mining to help the state
enforce the federal stripmine
law that became effective
last May.
The money is to be used
to buy 60 field vans and to
increase, from about 75 to
150, the number of state
strip-mine inspectors.
To win the grant, the state
had to promise to Carry out
the federal law, which is
tougher than the Kentucky
law. -
Kentucky has promised to
do so, but officials of the
state and the federal surface
mining office spent months
discussing three more
specific conditions of the
grant.
Under them, the state
would have been required to
reprocess 240 strip-mine
permits, to issue strip-mine
permits for state and county
construction projects that
uncover and sell coal, and to
expand its definition of land
affected by underground
In the end, the Office of
Surface Mining appears to
have given the most ground






Monday that he was
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63015:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC -Robin Hood" King




7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW Robert Penn Warren"
Part II
8:0017:00 KENTUCKY NOW
Charles Thompson. looks at
alternatives to sending
children in trouble to deten-
'ion centers
8:30/7:30 PERSON TO PER-
SON A rebroadcast of Edward
R Murrow's interview pro-
-gram, with Lauren Bacall and





nistory of blacks in Britain.
10:0019)110 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE -Poldark" Ross
and Demelza are more distant
than ever. (Fl)
FRIDAY AUG. 11
3:30/2:30 pm. MIAS. YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET





6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE Kids irr
Tampa. Florida take their
original vaudeville show to










9:0018:00 WAR AND PEACE





10: .00 THE ZOO In opera-
tion for 150 years, London's
Zoological Society shows the
romplexity of aturnal care
SATURDAY, AUG. 12
12:30 p.m/11:30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION "Voca-
tional Education Update"
1:00/12:00 GED "Grammar IV
Pronouns
1:30/12:30 OED -Grammar V
Verbs (R)








TORY -- --GARDEN -- ifi)
4:0W3:00 THE FRENCH CHEF
'Turkey Breast Julia





5:00/4:00 THE ONLY THING I




8:00/5:00 VISA To Siena With
'Love" Siena, Italy, still nas
the look of the middle ages
8:3015:30 THE MYSTERY
MURALS OF BAJA CALIFOR-
NIA The search for the rock
paintings left by an ancient
Indian civilization is shown
(R)
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR I Tip-
perary and All That Jazz- The
sentimental and occasionally





William F Buckley, Jr., hosts
9-0018:00 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP "The World
Series of Jazz' Many of the
top stars of the big band era,
such as Ella Fitzgerald, Duke
E Ilington and Lionel Hampton
are featured
10:0019:00 SHADES OF
GREENE "Cheap in August'
This-Short story 'ay Graham
preene is featured.
11:00110:00 THE TWO RON-
NIES
SUNDAY, AUG. 13








11.30/10.30 STUDIO SEE Visit
superstars Donny and Jimmy
Osmond-meet a 12-year-old
ballerina, and search for sea





WEEK IN REVIEW (R)
1:30112:30 KENTUCKY NOW
The alternatives to sending
children in trouble to deten-
tion -centers oecamps in Ken-






Ferber comedy is about a fic-
tional first family of the






TORY GARDEN Jim takes ad-
vantage of harvested areas of
the garden tb-plant spinach
and peas for a late crop
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC — Robin Hood"
Robin and his men attack
Nottingham. Castle. enraging
Sir Guy
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR I -The
Promised Lands
7:3016:30 A WORD ON
WORDS Dr Walter J




"Claude Kipnis M e
Theater" This mime company




events make Morwenna an
eligible widow
100019:00 WAR AND PEACE
•The Road to Life- With the
last French soldier chased
from the soil of Mother
Russia, those of Tolstoy's
Characters who have survived














7:3016:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW ''Regional Theater' ,
Discussion
8:0017:00 ANNA KARENINA
'Anna is convinced that she
will die in childbirth, and she
begs Karenin to return home
9:0018:00 OPERA THEATER
"Transformations Corn
poser Conrad SuSs's musical
treatment of a book of poems
















SHOW -Paul Theroux, author
of 'The Great Railroad Ba
zaar.
8:00/7:00 ANNA KARENINA
Anna is finally told the truth
about Vronsky's attempted
suicide
9:00/11:00 IT'S HARD TO BE A
PENGUIN
10:0019:00 THE MAGNIFI-
CENT ADVENTURE The big.
geSt event in the history of
ocean racing, the Round-the
World Yacht Race is shown
(70 minutest
WEDNESDAY AUG. 16












7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT




life in Italy. return to Russia
9:00111:00 GREAT PERFOR-
• MANCES "The Arcata Prom
Ise" Anthony Hopkins stars
in this drama about a Su:
cessful and arrogant actor
who 4700111415 a young worn.
'an fifillift always rbve ffer
10:30/9:30 JOHN CAGE Corn
poser-philosopher John Cage
discusses his contribution',
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Limit 1 Per Family
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Ned only At Shony's ,
Skippy Crunchy.






...- 22 oz- __694
Expires 8-15-78







God Ooly At %weft
._.
Expires 8-15-78










Compare These Low Shelf Prices With Theirs
DELI NOWPurina
30z $221 SAVEOPEN
8 A.M. TO 1 P.M.









Limit 1 Per Family .
• Imperial
Margarine
Expires 8 1 5478









4 Lbs Or More
$111(39
Family Pack Center Cut
Pork Chops
COUPON





, (2 oz Tubs
Expires 8-1.5-78
600d 04 AI Sten 's
Limit I Per Customer With S7.50 Add.
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. AREA COACHES TALK TO LIONS—Three coaches, from left to right, John Nina, Murray Nigh
School. Stan Outland, Colkway County High School; and Mike Gottfried, Murray State Univer-
sity, were the speakers at the meeting of the Murray Lions Club Tuesday.
Head - football coaches
from Murray State
University, Murray High
School- and Calloway County
High School presented the
program at the regular
meeting of the Murray Lions
Club Tuesday night.
Mike Gottfried, who will
be serving his first year at
Murray State, said spring
practice went well and he
looks forward to greeting the
112 candidates on August 11
and starting practice on
August 14.
Calloway County High
coach Stan Outland, will
start his second year in
Junior Varsity competition
on Sept. 1 at Marshall
County. The Lakers first
home game will be on Sept.
5 lir Roy Stewart Stadium.
Murray High Coach John
Hina told the club of the
returning lettermen and the
prospects of the upcoming
season.
In other business the club
elected to have its regular
club meetings at the HOliday
Inn restaurant through June,
.1979.
The 'aext regular
scheduled .meeting will be
held Aug. 72 at 6:30 p.m.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK ( AP) — Men in
conservative striped vested
suits and prim ladies, a couple
peering through lorgnettes,
looked shaken as they _passed
the Punch-and-Bottle Room at
the 21 Club.
There were men in shirt
sleeves, cigars dangling from
their lips, bending over a 41/2-
by-9 foot pool table and run-
ning balls into the various
pockets.
"What happened?" these
Park Avenue and Wall Street
types, regular_ custixn era. nf
the swank 52nd Street eatery,
must have asked themselves.
Had they missed a turn? Were
they in the wrong place?
Not all all. Pool, once the
sport of ne'er-do-wells, the
bane of concerned mothers,
the hustlers' heaven, has
moved out of its seamy,
sawdust environs and gone
uptown.
It is now respectable and
high society.
You don't see many of
those dark corner pool halls
any more, full of smoke and
with e single light hanging
from the ceiling," said











• New %eve Illeites
• Ant. lied Inwesesets
• SAW Were, fensies
• Peruswiet Prow
A New Service for Our Customer
MONEY ORDERS
ARE NOW AVANAIIILE















Asst Solois And Salpes
the 8100,000 World Open
Pocket Billiard Championship
starting Sunday in the Grand
Ballroom of New York's
Biltrnore Hotel.
"Our image has changed
completely. Neilsen reports
there are now 40 million pool
players in the United States.
In the past 10 years, 700,000
billiard tables have been sold.
The old pool halls hive
become 'billiard emporiums.'
They have carpets on the floor
and they're patronized by the
whole family.
"John Adams, the second
President, bought a pool table
with his own money and put it
in the White House. There's
been one there ever since."
Ursetti, a stocky, bearded
man, rented the two-room
space at the 21 to publicize the
100th anniversary event:
He brought in Jack Lem-
moo, the Hollywood movie
and TV personality, to add
dignity to the occasion and
sprinkled his,•live props with a
pair of engaging females— 19-
year-old Jean Balukas of
Brooklyn, the reigning
women's champion,. and 12-
year-old Lee Jon Ogonowski
of Garwood, N.J., a wisp of a
child who is one of the
Underwear




Mans 3 For $2.99
Bookcase
FOR OUR
LAYAWAY MANI Olympic Plaza Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8:00, Sun. 1-5
By The Associated Press
With the National Football
League's first mandatory
roster cut still a week away
and coaches trying to put
together a winning team,
Los Angeles' Charles Young
has given head man George
Allen something else to
contemplate.
The former All-Pro tight
end criticized some of the
Rams, saying that they have
lost every big, gam" in
which they have played.
-I can't believe some of
the guys on this team,"
Young was quoted as saying
in the Los Angeles Herald-
Examiner. "There are just
too many Hollywood stars
around.
"What has this team ever
done? It's lost every' big
youngest professional; in this
or any other sport.
"My father put a cue stick in
my hand when I was three,"
said Loree Jon, flashing a
mouthful of teeth. "When I
was nine, I could beat my
older sister. Now I can hold
my own against most of the
grown men who come into my
father's billiard lounge."
Does she hustle any of the
customers?
"Sometimes one of the men
may get smart and challenge
me," she replied. "Sure, I bet..
a little — never over 10
dollars, though.'"_.
While guests sipped coffee
and juice and watched
specialists entertain with trick




"No,' replied the promoter,
nettled that people continue to
be snowed by legend. "Fats
doesn't play in tournaments.
He is a hustler, a trick shot
artist.
"He's a great man, but he
couldn't stand up to these
guys."
• He pointed at Allen Hopkins
of Cranford, N.J., the current
world champion; slim Peter
Margo of Staten 'ISIAnd,
ranked No. 2, and Steve
Mizerak, the Metuchen, N.J.,
school teacher who is the only
man to win the U.S. Open four
years running.
"Fats' real name, you know,
is Rudolph Walter Wanderone.
He grew up in this area and
was known as New York
Fats.' Hollywood gave him the
tag 'Minnesota Fats.' It
more euphonious. Hollywood
made him famous with the
movies 'The Player and 'The
Hustler.' He now lives in
Dowell, Ill."
Ursitti said Fats, who once
weighed over 300 pounds, was
the ultimate pool hall hustler.
"He's played for as high as
fa50,000 stakes," Ursitti said.
"He carries fifty $1,000 bills in
his pocket at all times. But
most people say Ralph
Greenleaf and Willie Mosconi
were the greatest.
"Bruce Christopher is
supposed to have had a run of
5,688 balls. Guinness put it in
the record book but is pulling
it out. The most I've heard of




game it's been in. It's been
fortunate to be in an easy
division with teams like San
Francisco, Atlanta and New
Orleans.
"The Rams wouldn't have
won five straight division
titles had they been in the
same division with
Washington, St. Louis and
Dallas."
Young, who was beaten
out by Terry Nelson for the
starting job last year,
referred to three of the
NFC's Eastern Division
teams that he played against
during his four seasons with
the Philadelphia Eagles.
Young is beginning his
second season with the
Rams.
But the 6-foot-4, 238-pound
Young went on to say that
what the team needs is
discipline, "the kind George
Allen is trying to instill. The
Rams will never win a big
game without it.
"I know a lot of players
are going to read this and
get upset with me," said
Young. "But I don't care.
I'm just speaking the truth."
The Rams started their
preseason by dropping a 14-7
decision to the New England
Patriots last Saturday night.
It had been reported that
Young didn't play because
he missed practice last
week, but Allen said Monday
that Young didn't play
because of a pulled leg
BRYANT INJURED
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP)
— Atlanta Falcons offensive
tackle Warren Bryant suf-
fered cartilage separation in
the ribs in Monday night's
20-17 comeback victory over
the 4dew York Jets in a
preseason game, the Falcons
announced Tuesday.
Taylor Smith, a
spokesman for the National
Football League team, said
Bryant will miss practice
this week. Bryant, a former
star at the Univnrsity of
Kentucky, is also considered
doubtful for the game
Saturday night against the
paattprgh Stegler:s, at Ptt  
tsbudh.
The Falcons held a very
short' practice at training
camp here Tuesday. Coach
Leetnan-Rannatt said he did 
not have a chance to view
the films from Monday
night's game and wanted to
hold off on. continents on the







numerous other teams, in-
cluding Los Angeles, began
signing and waiving players
in preparation for the first
required cut.
Los Angeles waived
defensive back Alan Cald-
well, defensive tackle Bob
Pfister, tight end Ray Jolla,
wide receiver Mike Robinson
and center Barry Caudill
while running back Sonny
Collins, in only his second
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
It's the Philadelphia story in
Portland today, in the person
of Coach Billy Cunningham of
the Philadelphia 76ers, as
negotiations continue on the
future of Bill Walton and what
the Portlanct Trail Blazers will
get in a trade for him.
Al Attles, coach of the
Golden State Warriors, and
General Manager Scotty
Sterling got their chance to
talk with Walton Tuesday,
coming hard on the heels of
some hard negotiating by
General Manager Eddie
Donovan and Coach Willis
Reed of the New York Knicks.
All these talks were opened
up last week with WaltoWs











year in the NFL, announced
his retirement.
Veteran offensive guard
Tom Wickert and four other
players were placed on
waivers by the Kansas City
Chiefs.
Also waived were offensive
tackle John Patterson,
cernerbacks Larry Dixon
and Greg Anderson and
linebacker Aaron Ball.
The San Francisco 49ers
announced that wide
receiver Willie McGee had
been waived to give him a
Association team and the
Portland club's an-
nouncement that it would
comply with his wishes.
Cunningham was coming
into Portland from Los
Angeles. He was scheduled to
talk with the Walton en-
tourage and report to Sixer
owner Fitz Dixon. "There's no
point in me coming out,"
Dixon said. "I have the utmost
faith in Billy Cunmningham."
Dixon also has the bank
account to handle the
situation. Jack Scott, Walton's
confidante and agent along
with Portland attorney John
Bassett, has said the
negotiations start at "what
David Thompson makes." The




chance to sign. with another
team.
St. Louis linebacker John
Barefield, a second-round
draft choice, agreed to
contract terms and the
Cardinals acquired running
back Andre Herrera on
waivers fron Oaklaad.
The Cardinals also an-
nounced that Leon
McLaughlin, offensive line
coach with the New
England, joined the team as
a special consultant to
Coach Bud Wilkinson.
The Knicks certainly have
the bank account and are
ready to make an offer.
Donovan stayed in town after
Reed left Tuesday to talk
again with the Walton group.
Knicks' President Mike Burke
also joined the talks.
Donovan and Reed had
dinner Monday night with
Walton, Scott and Bassett. "It
was very enjoyable,"
Donovan said. "We exichanged
a lot of ideas about our
philosophy as far as the game
is concerned."
A key might be the Knicks' '
continuing negotiation with
free agent Marvin Webster,
who helped the Seattle Sonics
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Niekro Pitches Softly But He
Carries Big Stick For Falcons
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Phil Niekro pitches softly
and carries a big stick.
Not only is the ace of the
Atlanta pitching staff still
baffling National League
batters with his tantalizing
knuckleball, but he continues
to give opposing pitchers a
hard time at the plate.
• "I get my whacks in," said
Niekro Tuesday night after
driving in two runs and
scoring another in the Braves'
6-5 victory over the Cincinnati
Reds.
Niekro's bases-loaded single
in the eighth inning provided
the Braves with their eventual
winning runs and provided the
pitcher with his 18th hit and
ninth RBI of the year. Not bad
for a part-time hitter.
"He's something with the
lumber," said Atlanta
Manager Bobby Cox. "He's
the best-hitting pitcher in the
league."
He's equally effective as a
pitcher. Against the Reds,
Niekro, 14-11, had a no-hitter
for 61-3 innings before sur-
viving shaky defensive sup-
port and Cincinnati's home
run power in the late stages.
In other National League
action,„ the ....an Francisco
Giants nipped the Houston
Astros 3-2; the Los' Angeles
Dodgers stopped the San
Diego Padres 3-2; the St. Louis
Cardinals took a double-
header from the Philadelphia
Phillies, 2-0 and 6-2; the
Montreal Expos whipped the
New York Mets 6-1 and the
Pittsburgh Pirates turned
back the Chicago Calls 9-5.
Giants 3, Aiitros 2
Darrell Evans broke a 1-1 tie
with a two-run single in the
third inning and made two
outstanding plays at third
base as San Francisco beat
Houston. The Giants loaded
SAN JOSE (AP) — Two
National Football League
veterans with leg injuries —
defensive end Tony Cline
and wide receiver Willie
McGee have been waived
by the San Francisco 49ers.
McGee, 28 and in his
eighth season, was a starter
in 1976 when he was
acquired in a trade from
Tampa Bay. Cline, 30 and in
his ninth NFL campaign,
was acquired during the 1976
season on injured waivers
from the Oakland Raiders,
where he was a starter for
the bases in the third when
Houston starter Tom Dixon
gave up singles by Terry
Whitfield and Jack Clark and
a walked to Willie McCovey.
Evans then drilled a single to
right field to break the tie.
Dodgers 3, Padres!
Steve Garvey hit two
homers and Don Sutton
scattered six hits as Los
Angeles defeated San Diego.
Garvey slugged a solo shot in
the second inning off loser
Gaylord Perry and hit a two-
run homer in the fourth, also
off Perry, to account for all
the Dodger runs.
six seasons.
McGee suffered a broken
leg midway in the 1976
season and saw Ittlly limited
action last season. Cline was
hobbled with a knee injury
in his last season with the
Raiders, and Coach Pete
McCulley said a reinjury
early in training season had
caused him to miss most
practices.
The 49ers, who play
Seattle at Candlestick Park
Saturday night, will go again
without O.J. Simpson.
Hobbled Johnny Rodgers Says He
Will Be Ready To Go September 3
SAN DIEGO_ (AP). -
Former Heisrnan Trophy
winner Johnny Rodgers,
hobbled for much of. his
brief career with the San
Diego Chargers, says that if
he had to play today or be
fired, "I'd have to be fired."
The former Nebraska
speedster who played four
years in the Canadian
Football League before
signing with San Diego in
December 1976, has been
pedaling his new bicycle
around training camp, but
doing little on, the practice
field while nursing a
strained knee.
He missed much of last
season with a pulled ham-
string and his latest injury
apparently is nagging head
Coach Tommy Prothro. At
Rodgers' request, the two
met Monday to air their
differences.
At first, Tommy was
angry, real angry," says
Rodgers, who likes to be
known as J.R. Superstar.
"But once we sat down and
I explained what I was
doing to get well, then he
calmed -down a bit.
It bothers me that some
Grambling Put On
Probation By NCAA
MISSION, Kan. (AP) —
-Grambling State University
has been placed on a one-
year probation for violating
National Collegiate Athletic
Association regulations in its
football and basketball
programs.
The probation, which was




teams from participating in
any post-season competition
or appearing on any NCAA-
controlled television
program during the up-
. coming academic year.
In summary of the
violations, the NCAA said
that Grambling Athletic
Director Eddie Robinson,
who is also the head football
coach, loaned small amounts
of cash to student-athletes
for personal expenses from






dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to











call Ronnie Ashby at
753-5382.
academic year. Robinson
has been athletic director
and football coach at
Grambling since 1941.
The NCAA also says that




by Robinson, and its only
pittpose was to loan money
to athletes.
The NCAA said that
violates its rules concerning
financial aid grants. Other
rules violations involved
payments to representatives
of the university's athletic




chairman of the NCAA
fractions committee, said
die penalty would have been
more severe if the panel had
not been convinced that
Grambling officials "are
now attempting to exercise
appropriate control to ensure
proper administration of the
university's athletic
program."
The NCAA panel also said
Fred Hobdy, assistant
athletic director and head
basketball coach at the
school for 20 years, used
department and university
booster club money to pay a
student-athlete's bill at a
clothing store in 1971 and
another athlete's personal
transportation costs in 1975.
During the 1975-76 school
year, the athletic depart-
ment business manager
loaned a student-athlete
department funds so the
athlete could pay a personal
electric bill, the NCAA said.
From 1972 until 1975. the
NCAA - said; - sine- tlifferent
checks were issued to
athletic boosters to pay
people feel_ Ldon't want to
play or might not do
anything possible to get
ready to play," said
Rodgers, who sometimes
visits an acupuncturist for
treatment.
"When the real games
start, I'll be ready. But you
can't get overanxious. It
takes time to get well.
"I can't run now," he
noted. "But what I can do
gives me confidence that I'll
be OK for the regular
season."
In his first starts last year
as -- Chargers rookie,
Rodgers looked well worth
his reported multiyear, $1
million contract. He ran
back a punt for a touchdown
against Dallas and scored.
two touchdowns and ran
back kicks for 99 yards in a
win over the Rams. He
looked like a gamebreaker.
Then on Oct. 3 against
Cincinnati came the ham-
string injury and Rodgers
was rarely seen again.
When Rodgers was hurt
several weeks ago in
practice, people started
saying he was a malingerer.
Further examination in
recent days has revealed
fluid on the wounded knee.
"I knew at the time that I
hurt the knee I'd be out for
at least three weeks," he
said. "Hey, knee injuries are
serious! You can't get well
that fast."
Rodgers says he un-
derstands Prothro's dismay.
"I think it's because he
expects a lot out
appreciate that.
"But I'll be out there for
Seattle_Sept. 3."
Baseball At A Glance

















Cardinals 3-4, Phalle, 1.2
Pete Vuckovich hurled a
fourhitter and Ted Sinunons
and Keith Hernandez each
knocked in s run to lead St.
Louis past Philadelphia in the
opener of their double-header.
George Hendrick's RBI
double keyed a four-run rally
in the third inning to help the
Cardinals take the second
game and extend their win-
ning streak to five.
Expos 6, Mets 1
Larry Parrish and Warren
Croznartie cracked two-run
hits in a six-run Montreal first
inning, backing a three-hitter
by Dan Schatzeder and
carrying the Expos over New
York.
Pirates 9, Cubs 5
John Milner smashed a
grand-slam home run and
Dave Parker collected five
hits, including a two-run
homer and run-scoring single,
to power Pittsburgh over
Chicago.
MURRAY TIGER BOOSTER — Bill Barker, right, a long-time supporter of local sports events, buys one of the first memberships
in the newly organized Murray Tiger Club from Bobby McDowell, MRS booster club president. Memberships in the club, which will
support Murray High athletic programs, may be purchased from any dub member.




stituting for Gene Mauch, got
the Minnesota Twins off on the
right foot.
Mauch, hospitalized with an
infected right foot, couldn't
manage the Twins against the
Seattle Mariners Tuesday
night and isn't expected back
until the weekend. So Zim-
merman tOok over the club
and guide Minnesotan-1110-2
victory.
"I talked to Gene about 4
o'clock," mused Zimmerman,
normally the Twins' bullpen
coach. "He was zonked out on
medication, but he knew it
was on local TV and I hope he
saw it."
Had he watched, Mauch
would have seen Mike Cub-
bage crack a pinch grand
slam to highlight the Twins'
seven-run sixth inning that
turned a close game into a
slaugher.
The hases were loaded when
Rick Honeycutt's' throw to
first on Willie Norwood's
attempted sacrifice pulled
Dan Meyer off the bag.
Larry Wolfe singled in one
run, then Mike Parrott came
in to pitch. He walked Glenn
Borgmann to force in another
and bring Cubbage off -the
bench to bat for Bob Randall.
"That's RBI time," said
Cubbage, "no outs and the
bases loaded."
Two pitches later, the bases
were empty and the Min-
nesota fans were cheering
Cubbage's sixth home run of
the year.
In the other American
League games Tuesday night.
the Boston Red Sox blasted the
Cleveland Indians 9-7; the
New York Yankees blanked
the Milwaukee Brewers 3-0:
.the Toronto Blue Jays beat the
Baltimore Orioles 5-3; the
California Angels edged the
Oakland A's 2-1: the Texas
Rangers bombed the Detroit
Tigers 9-4 and the Kansas City
Royals pounded the Chicago
White Sox 10-4.
Red Sox 9, Indians 7
Chicago at Toronto. n
Kansas City at BaltOrire, n)
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those checks were charged
to an athletic department
account and five others were



















Boston 9, Cleveland 7
Toronto 5, BaNimore 3
New York 3, Milwaukee
Texas 9, Detroit 4
Minnesota 10, Seattle 2
Kansas City 10, Chu-ago 4
California 2, Oakland I
Wednemley's Gaines
(leveland Itflaa 5-141 at Baton (Le.
Jim Rice went 4-for-4, in-
cluding two home runs, to key
a four-homer barrage and
power the Red Sox past the
Indians. Carlton Fisk blasted
a three-run shot and Dwight
Evans added a two-run drive,
giving Boston its first
fourhomer game of the
season. -
Yankees 3, Bretiers 0
Willie- Randolph and Lou
Piniella drove in sixth-inning
runs, snapping Mike Cald-
well's scoreless streak against
New York at 251-3 innings and
helping the Yankees to their
second victory in II games
against the Brewers this
season.
Blue Jays 5, Orioles 3
A two-run homer by Rico
Carty pulled Toronto even and
a solo shot by.A1 Woods put the.
Blue Jays ahead as they
handed the Orioles their sixth
Custom Power Cushion Polyglas
Double fiberglass belts help firm
the tread to resist wear-produc-
ing squirm. Polyester cord body
helps smooth the ride. Rib type
tread. ready for traction! Sale
priced this week, so act now and
save.
6.70-13 blackwall plus
$1.71 E.CT. No trade
flooded
Sate 20% On Ihe Radial IN
Keeps Its Feet
Even In ihe Rain.'
Custom Polystiml Radial
Two steel cord belts, poises
tel cord body Plus 6 wide
tread grooves to help channel
water out from between the
tread and the road for good
grip even in the rain.
Sale Finds Satuntal
• 17p Itt S Its major brand oil • ilelps
protect moving parts a insures smooth.
quiet performance • Complete chassis
lubrication and oil change • Check
fluid levels • Includes light trucks
• Call for an appointment
consecutive loss at Exhibition
Stadium.
Angels!, A's 1
Mery Rettenrnund drew a
bases-loaded walk from
Oakland reliever Bob Lacey,
capping California's two-run
seventh inning and giving the
Angels their victory over the
A's.
Royals 10., White Sox 4
Clint Hurdle had four hits
while CLL. Washington, Pete
, 
LaCock and Al Cowens had
three apiece, keying an 18-hit
Kansas City attack and
helping the Royals hand the
White Sox their fifth loss in the
last six gimes.
Rangers 9, Tigers 4
Bump Wills and Bobby
Bonds drove in two runs each
in a four-run Texas fifth to
"help Texas win its fourth in a







Pploa s tri ati T.
needed
878-13 $42.40 $33.90 $182
078-14 $45.25 . $36.20 $2.07
E78-14 $47.10 $37.65 $2.19
F78-14 $49.30 . 131.40 $2.34 -
G78-14 $51.85 $41.45 $2.47
H78-14 $55.30 $44.20 $2.70
078-15 $53.25 $42.60 $2.55
H78-15 $57.20 $45.75 $2.77
Front-End .Al.gnment





• Protect lire% Anil Improve vehicle
performance • Inspect and rotate
4 tires. check suspension and steering
system • Set camber. caster and toe-
in to manufacturers specifications.
Mast U.S. Mods — some imaged CMS.
Sale Ends
Saturday
RAIN CHICK — it we sell
out of OW size wee will
issue you a rain check,
assuring tutees delivery
at th• adverbead Price.
Other Sizes Sale
Prised,
Vi e &Over - s Poiyester ( ord.- bias-ply rt.r•
struction. rib tread See i.
$i 975 :1%-;',vTtz,v‘lp.l.Jr.
11-crl
144411 - 4-cyl. Nice
$46.110 - .t tit 54 less for e Items. ignolivn
• ElecIennie engine, starting and charging syy
tem analysis • Install new points, spark plugs,
condenser and rotor • Set dwell and engine tim-
ing • Adjust carburetor for fuel economy • No
estra charge for air conditioned cars • Includes
Volksysagen, Toyota. Dataun and light trucks
Ilse any of these 7 other ways to buy. Our Own
r:iistomer Credit Plan *Master C.harge • IlankAme,
•CluAbni*I"CCaesAF.xpress Card • Carte Blanche Cline',
..„,uningsfGooayear **shift (lame Ammar
Ir 
see Your Independenitinii7TrIr rerrice aturt-fFeNtf milts Pliffirnirlf. tfraPPIY-WrO-cirideelte wwevire-Mteirow
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In All Contn..in1111•• ‘rols,r1 It‘ Th.. New-4111)er
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What's In A Name
`Sambo's Restaurant Name Offensive In Some Areas
BROCKTON, Mass. AP)
— Almost 80 years after
"Little Black Sambo" first
lulled children to sleep. the
tale about a boy who wat-
ched tigers turn to butter is
trippuig up a national
restaurant chain.
Pickets, political debates,
outraged petition drives and
threats of tourt suits have
popped up since the chain
decided to branch into the
. Northeast. And all because
of its name — Sambo's.
"Sambo" is offensive, the
opponents say, because the
word was once an insulting
nickname for black people.
When the California-based
string of restaurants began
putting up Sambo's signs in
New England, protests
followed. Now, one town is
holding upits permit while
officials consider banning
the name. Another has the
town lawyer looking into the
same thing.
Because of the opposition,
the chain has changed the
names of 13 of its
restauratits to "Jolly Tiger."
But Sambo's does not like to
dbp that because these
restaurants cannot take




The chain, though aware
that some find "Sambo's"
insensitive, says it has a
legal right to keep its name
and plans to do so.
Opponents say the issue is
—more than a matter of
nursery stories. They worry
that Sambo's signs will stir
up racial trouble.
••What if black people
opened a restaurant and put
a sign in the window that
said 'kike' ... Wouldn't the
Jewish community be up-
set?" asked Rudy Santos of
Brockton, a leader of the
opposition.
Severson said Sambo's has
been operating for 21 years,
but the name brouhaha is
new. -We're expanding all.
' over the country, and the
Northeast is where the
objections have come from,"
he said.
Sambo's was started in
Santa Barbara, Calif., has
restaurants in 47 states and
plans to open its 1,000th next
month. Severson says the
name does not come from
the children's story but was
a combination of the names
of the founders, Sam Bat-
tistone and Newell Bohnett.
However, the chain
capitalized on the coin-
cidence. Signs at its older
restaurants show a little
black boy and a tiger.
Murals from the book
decorate the walls.
Now, however, Severson
says that tigers are the only
vestige of the story left in
the new restaurants' decor.
The anti-Sambo's
movement has gained in-
tensity in New York and
New England, but it seems
to be strongest in
southeastern Massachusetts,
a mostly white area of mill
cities, fishing ports, wealthy
suburbs and trendy ocean
resorts.
In Brockton. a mill city
south of Boston, the License
Commission is withholding
the restaurant's license
while the city solicitor
decides whether the com-
mission can order Sambo's
to change its name.
"When we issue a license,
and we see that the name is
going to cause problems, it
is our business to look into
it," said Matthew A.
Vosgerchian, one member of
the commission.
At a meeting :packed with
Sambo's foes, the City
111Stfil IT DRUG HATERS
Bel Aiitenter
Phone 753-8304












Council voted 8-1 to ask the
commission to ban the
Sambo's name.
If the restaurant even-
tually wins city approval,
the opponentsSantos says,
will try to get a court order
to block it.
On Cape Cod, selectmen in
Hyannis also have asked the
town lawyer to see what can
legally be done to get the
name changed.
In Raynham, a town with
four black families, the new
Sambo's was picketed when
it opened this sununer. And
nearby in Rockland, people
are organizing a petition
drive against a Sambo's
planned there.
In two other communities,
North Dartmouth and Fall
River, Sambo's agreed to
rename the restaurants
"Jolly Tiger."
One Urban League branch
requested the state attorney
general to prohibit use of
the word on restaurant
signs. "Using the. word
'Sambo' is tantamount to
yelling fire in a crowded
theater," said Emergy N.
Jackson, president of the
Urban League of Eastern




Martin de Porres said
people of mixed black and
Indian blood are called
"Sambo" in the Caribbean.
••Right now," he said, "that
word is unknown to most
people. But I assume that if
we have Sambo's
restaurants, it's going to be
a common term to use
against black people."
Most of' the critics of
"Little Black Sambo" said
they had not read the story
since childhood and could




Helen Bannerman in 1899, is
about Sambo, a young boy
in India. Tigers snatch his
new clothes, argue over
them, race around a tree
and turn into butter. Sam-
bo's mother makes pancakes
with the butter, and the lad
eats them.
"We want to see that very
negative story wiped off the
face of the Earth," said the
4Urb6n League's Jackson,
BUFFER1N 60'S





















































RELAXING — Doris and Roy Browning of TrezevantTenn., enjoy a relaxing afternoon watching the horseshoe
tournament finals at the second annual Rushing Crec,
Summerfest, July 21-23, 1978. The Brownings are mem-bers of the Good Sam Club of Jackson, Tn. Their club,along with the tood Sam Clubs of Murray and Hopkin-swine, Ky., provided refreshments for participants onSaturday.
(TVA Photo.bv Robin fredrick)
YOU'LL HAVE IT
"MADE IN THE SHADE"





-- The annual epidemic of
flatboat fever arrives in
Owensboro this week for a
four-day,. 48-mile race to
Henderson.
Most of the 15 competing
boats are expected to be in
the water by sundown
Wednesday, and a cannon
blast at noon Thursday will
get things underway of-
ficially for the nearly 200
persons expected to par-
ticipate.
The boats are sponsored
by communities, and even
the names of a couple of
ghost towns — Weston and
Scuffletown were
resurrected by flatboaters in
search of a sponsoring town.
Each of the 15 com-
munities will come up with
a sporting event to take
place along the river before




include arm wrestling, egg
tossing, tobacco spitting,
buffalo chip skipping and a
beer chugging Contest,
although the race committee
reportedly _ wants to get
away from a beer-drinking
image.
POECI6ATI:G AC TIG*' PEPTO-BISMOL










WE TAKE FIGHTING INFLATION SERIOUSLY.
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FOOD VALUES THAT SHOUT
Sit I.SAVE! 411LIPEE
LOW OVERHEAD





















Prices Good Thur. Aug. 10 thru Wed. Aug. 16
Log Cabin
Syrup




1 lb. pkg. 99C
1 lb. pkg.
Your Choice
























Fresh Cut Chicken Parts
Breast lb  $1 19 Thighs ib.99c
Legs lb. 99c Wings lb. 39c


































Light Chunk Save 6`
PRODUGE
the Yiies4eo/Baieit 76-unt
Missouri Red Ripe 
79Watermelons
New Croy Yellow Delicious
Apples 3 lbs. for $1169
Wisconsin Green
Cabbage




oat Otilek, &Mina Veldt/
Frosty Acres
Broccoli Spears 8 oz.39-
Frosty Whiz Dessert
Topping
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Median Family Income Higher,
Inflation Wipes Out Most Gains
WASHINGTON (AP) —11te
median family income in 1977
was $16,010, about 7 percent
higher than the 1976 median of
$14,960, a new government
report shows. But diflation of
6.5 percent wiped out most of
the gain.
The Census Bureau report,
obtained by The Associated
Press before its official
release, shows also that there
were 1.2 million fewer poor
people in the United States in
1977 than in 1975.
New figures show there
were 24.7 million ,persons
below the povertV level in
1977, compare ith 25.9
million in 1975. The poverty
line for 1977 was $6,191 for a
non-farm family of four.
The change from 1976 to 1977
was minimal.













Gee. Adm. — 83.50
,DANNY DAVIS




Reserved Seats — $6.00






Children under 12— $1.50




Box 428. Fulton. Ky 42041
Census Bureau report
released Tuesday showing
that the number of poor people
in the United States decreased
3.5 percent in 1976 from the
previous year — dropping'
from 25.9 million to 25 million.
The decrease 'was in sharp
contrast to two previous years
when the number of poor
people in America was on the
rise. The number increased by
1.3 million in 1974 and 2.5
million in 1975.
A section on median income
in the latest report shows that
families in which the
household head worked full
time all year had a median
income of 920,080 in 1977, an
increase from $18,444 in 1976
— up 2 percent after adjusting
for inflation.
Median income means that
half the families earn more
and half earn less.
Statistics show that white
families had a median income
of $16,740 in 1977, up from
$15,537 the previous year — a 1
percent increase after taking
inflation into account The
1977 median income for black
families was $9,560, and it was
911,420 'for Latin American
families in the United States.
Neither was significantly
different from their respective
1976 median incomes after
adjusting for inflation.
Families in the Northeast
enjoyed a slight recovery
from 1976, the report says. The
1977 median income of
families in the Northeast,
$16,800. represented an in-
crease of 2.5 percent over the
1976 median of $15,405, figures
show.
It was the only region that
did not .experience...an increase
in adjusted median family
income between 1975 and 1976,
'the report says.
After being adjusted for
inflation, the 1977 median
income of families in the
North Central region was
$16,850. In the West, it was
$16,510. Neither changed
significantly from 1976 to 1977,
the report says.
The median income of
families in the South was
$14,570 — an increase-from
$13,419, the figures show. '
The report shows that of
the 57.2 million families in
the United States in March
1978, about 12.8 million or
22.4 percent received in-
comes of $25,000 or more in
1977. There were 18.1 million
families or 31.7 percent with
If 'jou '-ve
ever wanted
to enrich your .
home with a piano, now's the time.
With these low tale 'prices, you can
own a Wurlitler for less than you
thought possible. A standard of
musical eZcellence since 1856, the
Wurlitzer name assures you of a
musical instrument, that has been
crafted to give. you 'lasting beauty,
enjoyment and value. Hurry in and
pick out your new.Wtirlitzer- you'll
soon be enjoying the fun of music
YOU create yourself.
incomes between $15,000 and
$25,000; 10.6 million .families
or 18.4 percent with incomes
between $10,000 and $15,000;
10.4 million or 18.1 percent
with incomes between $5,000
and $10,000; and 5.3 million
or 9.3 percent of families
with incomes below $5,000.
The section on ,poverty
shows that of almost 25
million poor people in the
United States in 1977, 31
percent were black; 11
percent were Latin
American; 13 percent were
65 or older; 41 percent were
children under 18; and 37
percent were in families
headed by a woman with no
husband present.
Although 66 percent of all
the nation's families lived in
metropolitan areas in 1977,
only 59 percent of poor
families lived in these areas.
About 50 percent of low-
income white families living
in metropolitan areas were
residents of the central city,
compared with 80 percent of






(AP — The Kentucky Bar
Association's complaint
against public defenders
Flora Stuart and Kelly
Thompson Jr. has been
dismissed by the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
The _ complaint alleged
improper conduct for sen-
ding letters to two Bowling
Green real estate agencies
notifying the firms the at-
torneys could handle real
estate closings.
The bar association con-
tended the' letters violated
professional responsibility
codes as opposed to being a
form_ of advertising.
The state high court,
however, held that the
letters did not constitute
unprofessional or unethical
conduct.
The Vikings failed in at-
tempts to invade Britain near
its white cliffs of Dover in the
10th and 11th centuries, but the
Normans were successful in
1066.
Warehouse Sale Aug. 10, 11, 12,
8:30-6:00 p.m. Aug.13 1:00-6:00.
Old Christian Church Building
Corner E. MainurInatyralltin,




118 E. MAIN STREET • PRINCETON, KENTUCKY 42445 • PHONE  (502) 365-3556
DF1 PORTAGE—Joe Rapacz carries canoe to the convention floor at the St. Paul Civic
Center, Minn., in preparation for the Minnesota DFL Party State Convention.Rapaz and
Dorothy Jonas, second from left, are members of the Rovers Outing club and are sup-
porting measures to keep motorized vechicIes out of Minnesota's Boundry Waters
Canoe area. They are both from Minneapolis.




















































— Gov. Julian Carroll
Tuesday received personal
evaluations of the Campbell
County Grand Jury's report
on the Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire from two state
officials and his general
counsel.
Carroll met separately
with general counsel Andy
Palmer, State Police
Commissioner Ken Bran-
denburgh and state Fire
Marshal Bob Estep.
Carroll had asked the
three men to review the
report last week after the
grand jury returned no
indictments in connection
with the nightclub fire that
killed 165 people in May,
1977.
Gary Auxier, Carroll's
press secretary, said the
governor would decide by
the end of the week what, if
any, action. he will take.
"The governor notes he is
not in any way criticizing
the grand jury," Auxier
said. "He is just expressing
his concern about
dlicrepancies between its
report and the investigation
conducted by the state police
and other agencies."
The state police report,
released last September,
was highly critical of the




Subscribers wire hove net
received their hoese-debvered
copy of The Norm Lodger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday-
Fridley or by 3:30 p.m. so Satw-
drys or. taped to coil 753-1110
between 5:30 p.114. earl 6 p.m.,
bloodary-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Satordays, to ismer*
ditlivery of the newspaper. Calls
most be placed by 6 p.m.
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Sett, Median' or Hard Bristles












Regular, Menthol, Lime. Special 7 oz. can






1/3 off the suggested retail price.










Hardware Included Wifi each
Mounting Hardware
Included - Fits Most Cars
Air Sprayer
Plastic & Metal
















































Uncle Jeff's will, on the 16th day of this month
celebrate their 14th Anniversary and their Grand
Opening for the au i new Sporting Goods Department.
The Celebration sale will run from Wednesday,
August 16th through Wednesday, August 23rd.
You will find prices on merchandise that you won't
believe. All you sportsmen be ready for the Grand
Opening of Uncle Jeff's all New Sporting Goods Depart-
ment.















and Jack Stands Also
We have Received

















Convect pistol grip dryer full 1000 wat-



















We Still Have Some...
/ •Potting Soil
/ *Peat Moss
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Mrs. Myrtle Walker of
Benton Route Five died
Monday at 11105 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was 79 years of age and






Byerley, and Mrs. Ella Mae
Byerley, all of Benton: three
sisters, Mrs. Sadie Ghsson.
Benton, Mrs. Eura -Cox and
Mrs. Reba Jackson. Detroit,
Mich.; three grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today- at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Roy Gibson. the Rev. C. C.
Brasher. and the Rev. L. R.
FieIdson officiating. Burial





Word has been received of
the death of Sammy Tabi5ne
of 2406 Old Orchard Road,
Novi, Mich.. who died this
morning at one o'clock at a
hospital there. He had been
ill since Monday.
Mr. Tabone is survived by
his wife, Mrs_ Ola -Osbron.
Ta sister of Wavel
Os New Concord and
—Lu -6Sbron of Murriy.
He waS. 71 years of age.
Other survivors include
two daughters, Mrs. Tom
Parliament and Mrs. Dave
Klim, one son, Joe Tabone,*
and four grandchildren, all
of the Michigan area.
The funeral will be held
Saturday with the -Sullivan
Funeral Home of Novi,
Mich., in charge of the
arrangements. Burial will
follow in a cemetery-, there.
Miss Alta Jones Is
Dead At Age Of 69
Miss Alta Jones of Benton
died Monday at 10:15 a.m.
at the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
The deceased was 69 years
of age and a member of the
Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Miss Jones is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Reba Hill,
Benton.
The funeral is being held
today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
L E. Moore and the Rev.
Jack Henton officiating.





The funeral for Mrs.
Beeele Enoch Wkdkins of
Murray Route Two will be
held Thursday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev.- Terry Sills
and the Rev. Fred French
officiating. Mrs. Boyd
Norsworthy will be the
organist.





Burial will follow in the
Kirksey Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Wadkins. age 74, died
Tuesday at live a.m. at the
Daviess - County Hospital,
Owensboro. She was the
wife of Garland Wadkins
who died Jan. 15, 1977. A
meenber of the Kirlusey
jediptist Church, she was
torn Feb. 11, 1902, to the
late Noah Enoch and Fronie
Waters Enoch of Calloway
County.
Survivors Include three
daughters, Mrs. Doyle (Jane
Ann) Pierce, Murray Route
Two. Mrs. Clara Tucker,
Murray Route Eight, and
Mrs. 'Donald (Jo Nell)
Mottier;--Mweefd- two-4ilaterwr .11S242464101bs.
US S74 MOO DaMrs. Rosie Cooper St
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Robbie
Wadkins, Detroit, Mich.; iji;:71't,',4„







4NATIONAL •PHILADELPHIA (API —
Mayor Frank Rizzo, reacting
angrily after the city's 15-
month war with a bedraggled
band of self-styled anarchists
ended in the death of a police
officer in a bloody gunfight,
called for return of the death
penalty and said he would pull
the switch.
Rizzo — denounced the
mophaired members of
MOVE as "an uncivilized foe
that fired the first shot" in the
confrontation with police
sharpshooters Tuesday.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
judge has tossed out an $11
million negligence suit against
NBC, ruling that a lawyer
failed to prove the televised
movie "Born Innocent" was
intended to incite the rape of a
9-year-old girl
Superior Court Judge
Robert Donee ruled Tuesday





I AP — President Carter is
putting his personal prestige
on the line by sponsoring a
new IsraeliEgyptian summit
meeting, but Egypt and Israel
are both going to the peace
table with their old demands
that only the other must make
the fu-st concessions.
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance, who flew to Israel and
Egypt this week to deliver
Carter'S invitations to the
Sept. •
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
With Italy plagued by political
violence, the Italian govern-
ment ordered more than 4,500
police and other security men
to guard, against terrorists
along the 13-mile 'route the
body of Pope Paul VI travels
tonight from Castel Gandolfo
to St. Peter's Basilica.
Crowds gathered for the
third day at the papal summer
palace in Castel Gandolfo to
file past the body' of the 80-
year-old pontiff who reigned
over the -Roman Catholic
Church for the past 15 years.
More than 50,000 made the
journey Monday and Tuesday
to the village where he died
Sunday night after a heart
attack.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
retail price of a 5-pound bag of
sugar could go up about 7
cents under legislation now
before the House Ways and
Means Committee.
The bill. apprcoied Tuesday
by the House Agriculture
Committee, could also raise
prices for thousands of foods
and beverages that contain
the sweetener. About 80
percent of all sugar consumed*
in this country is as an
ingredient in other products.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
yet-to-be-released census
report shows there were 1.2
million fewer poor people in
the United States in 1977 than
in 1975..,
New figures show there
were 24.7 million persons
below the poverty level in
1977. compared with 25.9
million in 1975. The poverty
line for 1977 was $6,191 for a
non-farm:family of four.
Stock Market
Velma of stock of local interelt at
noon, EDT, today. furnished to o.b,
Ledger & Times by ring of Micluepan.
Corp . of Murray are aa follows:
Industrial Avon-age   +1.17
Air Product!, "".
American Motor" S% one
Ashland Oil 37% +%
ArninicurTelinpliont Sr*
Chi') slet 113/4 +14
Ford Motor  411% -111
General Care 19%13 BINA
General Motors +Vot







4,1uaker Oats . 215 +45
Tappan unc
Tpxaa, . 2ftka unc
WO Mart W. .54
Wonvin, 342,413 35'1A
Hog Market
Fovforal Stato Market New" Saralee
Sugket 2.11178
Romtucky Pyrrha', Area Hag Market
Report Includox I Buy ing Station"
Rect.-apes Act 575 Ell 00 Barrows &
Gilts .21-11/ inwer 55tea eteadY to tielower







REMINISCE AT HOMECOMING — friends and family
who used in the area now known as Land Between The
Lakes will have the opportunity to reminisce at the seven-
th annual Between the Rivers Homecoming August 13,
1978, at the old Fenton airstrip just east of Eiotners ferry
Bridge on U. S. Highway 68 in TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo)
Professor Pushing
For Plain legalese -
BLOOMINGTON, Ind.
(AP) — An Indiana
University law professor
believes that if he has to 
consulta lawyer ti;'' un-
derstand his own will then
the rest of us don't...stand a
chance with the whereases
and heretofores.
- -Clear, legal drafting is
an idea whose time has, at
long last, come," Reed
Dickerson said in a speech
prepared for a meeting of
the American Bar
Association' in New York.
"We must learn how to
persuade lawyers they can
charge as much for a
comprehensible legal
document as for an in-
comprehensible one."
Later in his 113 office,
Dickerson said product
warranties, contracts. deeds
and are all- -prime
candidates for simplified
language. He is chairman of
the advisory committee to
the ABA's Standing Com-






Authority, responding to a
presidential suggestion,
begins a toll-free telephone
service Aug. 14 for regional
residents who have
questions.
TVA spokesman John Van
MoI said Tuesday, "The
information lines are part of
a proposal made - by
President Carter last May
requesting that public
participation be more active
in TVA. This is one of the
things he especially asked us
to do."
Tests of the service begin
in Nashville. Expansion to
include the rest of Tennessee
as well as customers in
Alabama. Virginia,
Mississippi. Kentucky, North




TVA employees, will be on
duty to record callers
comments and answer their
questions about TVA
programs," Van Mol said.
"In cases where answers
can't be provided im-
mediately. the coordinator
will obeain answers from
appropriate soures within
the agency and return the
call or provide a written
response."
The number in Tennessee
is 1-800-362-9250. Residents of
other states are to dial 1-800-
251-9242. Answering devices
will take calls after business
hours.
LAKE DAM
- Kentucky 'bike, -7 am.
Below dam 301,9 down 0.8
Barkley lake 7 a.m. 356.7
Below darn 304.3 down 01,
Sunset 7:57 p.m. Sunrise
6116 a m. •
"You can't reduce all
legal documents to read like
the 'Readers Digest,' but a
legitimate goal is to produce
the simplest,- clearest
document possible that is
consisibit with-the idea," he-
said.
To accomplish that goal,
lawyers will have to over-
come their passion for
couplets and long strings of
synonyms, he said. "In my
will, instead of saying 'I
give the rest of my estate'
to someone, it says 'All the
rest, residue and remainder'
of my estate," Dickerson
explained.
He said he was "con-
servatively optimistic" that
laws, contracts and
warranties will be easier to
understand in the future.
"The public is very excited:
by the . movement to sim-
plify- legal language),
because they are fed up with
the current state of affairs,"
he said.
Several national retail
stores and a New. York bank





changes will occur until the
ABA and law schools
recognize the importance of
writing more clearly, he
said. The ABA is "only
dimly aware" of needed
changes and law schools are
hindered by inadequate
textbooks and few qualified
professors in the field,
Dickerson said.
Students are currently
required to take a legal
writing course, but he said
the courses usually focus On
writing legal briefs to win
cases 'in_ litigation rather
than to legal drafting. "The
draftsman is trying to avoid





reluctant to reduce legal
forms to clear essentials lest
the end product lose its legal
mystique, the lack of which
may make a client wonder




WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
White House press secretary
Jody Powell is giving up
cigarettes, but that doesn't




during his daily briefings for
White House reporters,
returned from a nine-day
vacation Monday smoking
cigars. . •
Powell sd,s asked whether




Taiwan Expert Defends Safety




— A nuclear expert from
Taiwan defends the safety
record of nuclear power
plants such as the con-
troversial Marble Hill
facility being constructed on
the Ohio River near
Madison, Ind.
"The record of the nuclear
industry, compared with
others such as the
automobile industry and the
chemical industry, is the
mast safe on record," Dr.
Ji-Peng Chien, director of
Taiwan's Institute of
Nuclear Energy Research,
said in at interview Tuesday
while visiting friends in
Kentucky.
"The nuclear power plants
should be built very
carefully, but I don't think
there are any of the dangers
like the people are thinking
about," said Chien, a
University of Michigan
graduate.
"Of course, you can't say
the risks are zero," he
added. "But there are risks
walking down a stairs. You
might miss a step. If the
public is asking for zero
risks, that is unrealistic.
..In my opinion, the
nuclear industry is safe
enough already," Chien said.
"But there are always
arguments about how safe is
safe enough4. It can be a
subjective view."
Chien said that in many
countries such as Taiwan,
nuclear energy may be the
only alternative for ad-
ditional energy in the next
decade.
"My country imports 99
percent of its oil," Chien
said. "The price is going up
and up, it is not very
reliable, and we don't have
coal. Other countries are in
a similar situation.
"It is the only option we
have to face," he said.
Chien added that while
there may be great potential
in additional research on
such energy sources as the
sun and wind, nuclear
technology is here' now.
"And we feel nuclear
energy is safe enough to
adopt," he said.
Chien also said the
disposal of radioactive
wastes at such sites as
Maxey Flats in Kentucky
should not present problems
if the waste are handled
properly.
"The techology is there,"
Chien said.
Suit Filed Against TVA
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority and its board
chairman, David Freeman,
are named in a $1.8 million,
federal court slander suit.
Filed Tuesday by Peter
Krenkel, director of TVA
environmental planning until
his dismissal in November,




According to the suit,
Freeman, among other
things, said Krenkel was an
ineffective administrator and
did not handle his job ef-
(Continued
-the-previous -year.  _
If the amount is less, a joint student-
parent-teacher committee decides how
to spend the surplus.
Dentinger said he thinks a key person
in the reduction of vandalism is the
school principal.
"Surveys show that where there is
strict but fair discipline in schools and
the prinicipal really runs the school and
does not deviate from the rules, there is
less of a vandalism problem and theft
problem than in schools that are
comparatively loose," Dentinger said.
int One)
"The conclusions are that it really
hangs on the principal's management
philosophy in running a school," he
said.
A total of 123 of Kentucky's 181 school
districts responded to the Justice
Department survey. Dentinger said all
but 14 of the 123 districts considered
vandalism a recurring problem and 50
districts indicated it is widespread.
Broken windows and plumbing fix-
tures, and walls damaged by graffitti,
scratching or gouging were cited as the
ficiently. Some of the
statements were published,
but Krenkel's lawyer, Elliott
Ozment, said no newspapers
would be sued.
Saying Freeman's
statements injured his good
name and reputation,
Krenkel asks $600,000 in
general damages and $1.2
million in punitive damages.
Krenkel says he was fired
for differences with TVA
General Manager Lynn
Seeber.
TVA serves most of





Chien said that he is not
familiar with the Maxey
Flats site, but underground
water there should not cause
a problem if the nuclear
waste is treated properly.
"You can condense it into
a solid piece so it doesn't
dissolve easily in water,"
Chien said. "And then put it
in a concrete tank."
He also said he didn't seen
anything wrong with using
an evaporator to remove
water which seeps into the
burial trenches at Maxey
Flats. However, he said his
country does not use such
disposal techniques.
-We place the material on
a small, isolated island and
keep it above ground,"
Chien said.
Chien was interviewed
prior to meeting with Gov.
Julian Carroll.
The Maxey Flats burial
site, closed earlier this year,
has been a continuing source
of debate over the long-term




has 'been found to have
leaked from the Fleming
County burial site, several
studies have found no im-
mediate danger to public
health.
most frequent types of vandalism.
Theft of school property totaled more
than $176,000 in an estimated 477 break-
ins.
The most frequently stolen items
were audio-visual equipment, food,
tools (which Dentinger said have
replaced cb radios as one of the hottest
theft items), fire extinguishers,
gasoline, business machines and cash.
Theft of personal property from
teachers and students was estimated at
nearly $40,000.
Taste the beauty of Sunrise'
instant coffee mellowed'with
chicory:
Sunrise. is coffee that's better
natured, not bitter. Because Nestle
has discovered how to mellow fine
coffees with roasted ehicory-td- bang'
oul coffee's better nature, but leave
the bitter taste behind.
Save a pretty penny. Clip out
ready to .inake-7the.SOrrpOrt thert.drink in me beailti:_
ent'" • Powell ilirfaste.of Sunrise.on a stogie.
Reporters also asked
President arter's chief
spokesman If he had con-







Instant coffee mellowed with chicory
11.069S
Save 40C on any size jar of Sunrise"
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Dakota Feed and Grain is close by, at Five Points, but it's like
being someplace more impressive. There's no place else in
Murray (or Western Kentucky) where you can get quickly
prepared, quality food during the lunch hour.
If you're tired of the meat and potatoes, hamburger and hot
dog bit, then grab a "stall" at Dakota Feed and Grain and have
a lunch that's not like it came from a paper bag. After all
you deserve something better and now you've got it.
















bring us yours for extra,
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.'
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parkin_g
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
BIBLE FACTS Jesus
states in Matthew 10:38,
"And he that taketh not
his cross and followeth
after me, is not worthy
of me" Bible answers
and Bible study anytime
call 759-4600. Bible
Services Saturdays 3. _
p.m. to 4 p.m.
HANDMADE GIFTS of
all kinds, dolls, red
heel sock monkeys, rag
china dolls„ quilts,
stuffed toys, etc. Order
early for Christmas.
Contact Ms. Mary L.
Riley,, 301 _N._ fith,_
Mayfield, KY 42066.
Lose weight with flex-A-Diet
11 helps curb appetite, Gentle
Diuretic effective stimulant
Payless Discount_



















IN MIL Mr, NOW, hiburt Noir,
ilerS Ye
753-0757
5 lost And Found
LOST SEVEN month old
Doberman Pinscher.
Lost in the vicinity of
S. 16th and Belmont
Drive. Any information
call 753-4571 or 753-




mer about VI months
old, black with little
brown on eyes and









month old in my home
starting August 28 for
about 15 hours a week.
Call 753-6445,
ARE YOU looking for a
career with a future and
unlimited potential?
 gri -queert---aiey- be
your answer. We are
looking for an assistant
TranarPr." who,. is
responsible and willing




Smith at Burger Queen






time income for am-
bitious couples. Call 759-
4780.
APPLICATIONS , are
being taken for full and
part' time employment.
Apply at Roses, Central
Shopping Center.
Monday through Friday,






If interested, call 1-901-
247-5666 from 7:00 to 8:00
Morning, 4:00 to 5:30
Evening. Call 1-501-492-
8808 from 6:00 to 9:00
night.
FISHERMAN, HUNTER
work at your hobby













$14,400 plus car plus
travel expenses. Call










LADY TO Clean house
and office. Must have
references and tran-
sportation. Phone 43-










ARE YOU seeking a
sound career? Check
us out. We are: A
growth company that
projects 50 to 100 new
stores within the next
12 months and 500 new
stores by 1981. A
company that promotes
on performance, A





only by an employee's
ability and desire to
work, A company that
offers an exciting
future and challenge
for a career minded
individual. An Equal
Opportunity Employer,





















WOMEN, ARE you tirea
of doing a man's work
and not being paid for
it? Then this opportunity
is for you. An in-
ternational group of
-eiimpanies is looking for
2 women for this area
who are ambitious,
aggressive, and com-
petitive. • We will
guarantee $1200 first
month to start, for-
malized training school,






sharing after 1 year.
This will be an op-
portunity of a life time








yours after 6 months
specialized training.
Earn $25,000 to $40,000 a
year in management. I
will start you with up to
$1200 a month
guaraideed, send you-to -
school for two weeks;
expenses paid, train you













a.m. to 7 p.m.
18 OR OVER waiters,
Waitresses, and
delivery drivers. Apply
in person, 510 Main
Street, Pagliai's Pizza.
, grocery
doing good business on
Hwy. 121 at Graves-
Calloway County line.
489-2533.
WANT TO buy used Gym









parties has opening for
srrTierVISorS and. ---
demonstrators in your










pay top prices on
standing timber, tie
logs, or veneering. Call
489-2334, ,Wayne Adams.
WANT TO BUY STAN;
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.








FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.




Front quarter 85 cents a
pound, whole or half -05
cents a pound. hind
quarter, 1 05 a pound
hanging weight. Food
Stamps „accepted. We
also _do - -custom
slaughtering, Paris
Meat Processing, 642-
-82111-011 $41. One mlle--
north Of Pails-- On-
Murray Rood.
INIMIRSimAw S MOW ”se IW
PIPSIMIPS'
PRINTING
102 N. 4ti - 753-5317
15 Article For Sale
CHIMNEYS, all fuel,






500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill ,
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
16.Home Furnishings
SWING SET, sand box,




ONE LAZY Boy ,recliner,
vinyl with gobd'' cover.
One vinyl floral wrought









under washer - dryer
(Frigidaire). In very
good condition. Ideal for
small apartment or












purchased new in 1972.
Call 753-7650.
WHITE TUFFED sofa
slightly worn. Make an
offer. Call 753-8295 after
5.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 Se. Stb
FOR SALE, 30" Magic










753-1616 before 5 p.m.
COUCH AND chair, also





FOR SALE, a white
French provincial






and chair, $40. Call
759-1795 between 9:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
AUTHORIZED ELEC-
TROLUX Sales and










Prices effective ?fru August I Sit.
Quantity right reseRved. GOVT. sumo coact
Capright lit70




EXaPT FROM MIDNIGHT SATURDAY
'TIL 8 AM.SUNDAY
BONUS BUNDLE
LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
S LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
5 LE. FRESH GROUND OW
S LBS. FRYER QUARTERS





S LBS. PORK SAUSAGE NUKTER oat ciacti
DELUXE DEUCATESSEN
Phone Ahead...We'll Have








Each of these advertised Mom is reported
to be readily modal* fa solo in each
Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
this od If WO do run out of on advertised
item we yell offer yOu yOLW choice of a
concord*, item. when °voted)* reflecting
the some sayings or o row-check which will
entitle you to purchase the .adveritted item

















Choice of 4 Entrees
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1 1-jriri "
r_ WORTH 40' OFF E t h!pIffehloof40?rcnn
reward Ho purctose of a12 co con I.P2 toward
MAX PAX == MAXWELL HOUSE
Memoo
Mum00* MVS coupon Paw an. 11.101.
',peel Aspens 15* esoliee
Ole COFFEE COFFEE
with Mu coupon Limo on.
restos &Jove 1 SS.
OM
NO








Ham WATER ADDS .. $179
Fryer Livers LI. 99e
the Kroger Garden
FANCY CAUSIONISA 113911
Valencia Oranges 8 $100
no owl
Watermelon RAU TAILON (ACM 99'
C.AUFOINNA FANCY
Bartlett Pears La. 69'
LARGE FANCY
Red Onions II. 39
Row after row of
freshness at down-








ow  owowowW RT WORTH 20' OFF 2



















an re 'award rhe purchase of a 1 7 or hor 3r0P"'"*" Pur'rt"1"" S bo9 2.11
= 3 POSY HONEY COMB = GRAVY TRAIN 'I" PILLSBURY NO BAKE = = KROGER DECAF
us:"' CEREAL = DOG FOOD CHEESECAIN = V: COFFEE
• 
OW Ile 
ME =Om ..ott1 Hes coupon end one
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM11111111111111111111111%1111111111111111ffili 111111111111111111114 :11 11111111111111111119 %1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1g3M1111111111111.11111t17! MI11111111111111111105
pores August 1 ill air
$ 1 2 9
894
FRES! SEAFOODS
• FRESHLY CAUGHT. THEN PACKED WITH
1(1 IN SEALED CONTAINERS
• RUSHED DIRECTLY TO KROGER FROM
RELIABLE EAST COAST FISHERIES
• ACCURATELY LABELLED WOES'
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BACKS 
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Nowt
sur
WORTS-15-1 OFF --•= t WORTH 75' Off =it AGRI=
IMP M.
'MI all WI* *NI coupon liwot ono 111. 11111 With "US casoon Lam, ono in 11.11' WA ttOS COUPOP% LOO one Ile ri oth Ho coupon Limit sio• nome so
ow
woad purchase of 14 5 a/ bow = 11111. toward the purchase of 1 14 con OM MO SHAMPOO
amp OM Expires August 15M me gm Few"; Augers, 15* GIB f epees Avows/ I 5th le= Ewes 4.44.11 15*
PAPER
FILLER





















































am with this coupon and '10.00 purchase, excluding items
111111 prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
no merchandise, Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.
Expires August 15th.
I:II I I I I I I 1 I I I I 1 I 1
ASSORTED FLAVORS
Yubi Yogurt 
KROGER PLAIN OR Willi GliVES
Sour Cream
SELECTED FLAVORS
Springdale Fruit Drink ut
SOF7
Chiffon Margarine sz
ell KNOCK, WARP, EX . SHARP OR NT SNARP
Cheddar Stick '',111:$ 09
UAFT GREEN MOW Olt
Green Chili Dip stili 35'





with this coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items En
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon NW

















g WORTH 60 OFF
...toward the purchase of a 8oz. jar
ZI FREEZE DRIED us
= MAXIM COFFEE.tiowt.00n Uwe on•



















Hot Dog Buns .. 3
ci:uownu"ci"Coke 
- OUNTPYOVEN


























Crisco cart $ .69
HEINZ STRAINED
Barb, Food  16e
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price.
KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM
YOUR FOOD BUDGET
















Kraft Deluxe Dinner 
WAS
OG
Mixed Vegetables.. .1,14 36'
HEAVY DUTY
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BUSH AND BOG DISK,
Rome, 10 ft, like new,

















'Myer Queen, sleeps W
twin engine, r.5 hp, 7
KW generator, fully
found, many extras, fly
bridge._ -dual controls.







Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop
if you like, but check our





new depth finder and
radio, galley, head,
sleeps 4,400 plus hours.





FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler Outboard.




engine, vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment.
21 Mus ca'
LIKE NEW silver Vin-
cent-Bach trumpet.
Excellent condition,





piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.

















Selection -- quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for
































peeling, no coring, no
pre-cooking. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
25" ZENITH Console TV
specially priced $519.95
with trade. We will not
be undersold. Tucker TV











If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job foryou, telling the good news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great, but the labors are few. Saturday ser-vices 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes / to 8 and 8 to 9
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime!We are a group of people who love the Lord and are





doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $64.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
ONE KOHLEN , power
plant, 2 wheel trader.
Four cylinder, 15 KW,











12" radial saw and
Craftsman drill press.
Phone 436-5467.
NI NEW SHEETS of
2'x9' fiberglass used
for trailer un-
derpinning, etc. $3 per
sheet. 753-4162.
TWO GREY wool rugs,
12x16 and 11x13, $50.
Phone 753-6201.
300 GALLON gas tank
with pump has side
runners, $50. 753-4418-
OFFICE CHAIRS, good
condition. Can be seen -
in National Hotel,
room next to Old
,Su.sie's Cafe. Contact


















Positions to be filled Coin Operator At-
tendants, Counter Clerks, Steam








Day shifts only, full time. Will be
taking interviews
Aug. 14 and 15 -
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
At
The Hungry Bear• Will reopen Aug. 16th •









WHITE Zenith TV, $75.
GE 4 channel receiver,
$100. Both guaranteed
for one year. 753-9272.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x la 2 BR, furnished
with house type win-




$5800. Call 753-4074 or
753-1877.
12 x 52 2 BR, all elec-
tric, partially furnished
with washer and dryer.
Green refrigerator and
stove, air conditioner,
nice carpet and drops
underpinning in Coach
Estates, .$5500 extra
nice. 753-4074 or 753-
1877.
FOR SALE by owner:
mobile home, 1978
model, never used 14x70,
all electric, 2 baths, and
3 bedrooms Must be
seen to be appreciated.
Call Bob Futrell at 753-
7668 days or 753-2394
nights.
LOCATED ON Lakeshore
Drive. Mobile home with










see Brandon Dill at
Dill Electric, no phone
call please. Located at
Murray Drive-In
Theater Entrance.
10x50 MOBILE HOME ii
excellent condition. On
choice shaded lot tn
Haywood Vista on
Kentucky Lake. This
home is set up and reie
to move into. Immediate-
possession Contact
Hobby Futrell at 753-
7668 days or 753-2394
nights
27 Mobile Nome Sales
1972 12 X 65 mobile home,
partially furnished or
unfurnished. 437-4871 or
437-1241 ask for Dwayne
or Denise.










TWO 2 BR trailers. Call
753-0957.










mobile home spaces for










-tease. 175' frontage 189'
deep. Call 753-7618 after
5:00. •
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS house
to rent in Murray
area. Call 753-3707.




Has yard and parking.
$150 plus electric. Call















couple or lady, $35 per
month. 753-6173.





ments, S. 16th. 753-6609.
34 Houses For Rent
NICE THREE BR, 1'2
bath, furnished, 6 miles









36 For Rent Or lease
SEARS BUILDING in
Paris for lease Oct. 1,
size 60' x 100' Call 1-901-
6424463.












753-1493 after 5 p.m.
QUARTER HORSE, 4
years old Saw color,
registered Call 437-











Setters, 4 males, 4
females, 6 ‘ve4s old.
C41.45-.4178. - 
AKC GERMAN Shepherd





females and 2 blonde




















Williams • Body Shop,
Industrial Road,




305 S. 11th, 7:30 to
4:30.







at 220 Woodlawn, 8-?
YARD SALE, Friday
and Saturday, Lynn










'67 VW station wagon,
assorted items, 910 N.
18th Street.
41. Public Sales
MOVING SALE, 2 BR
sets, occasional chairs',
bar and stools, step






CARPORT SALE at 11110






sday, August 10 and
Friday, August 11, 9-6.
43 Real Estate
MUST SELL, 2 bedroom












We are in need of Brewed Real Estate Brokers & Sides People.including insa and wife teams, in any town or village In WY. ar
Tenn up to 100 miles Vern Perla Landing We .15 help Yoo Ra4started. Come, cal/ or write our Home Office, J. H AUSTIN.
SOLITHLANDARAL RITAIT;lbox 123, Clarksviak7aw.37010.
...,:aliailEmiansimariSethays. at Market St Mon.. 615-5624631.
ALL YOU could want in a
mobile home. 3
bedrooms, nice lot, new









Prof essiona I Services
With The Fnendly Touch'
GO COUNTRY - IN
STYLE . . . Neat 3
bedroom B.V. newly
decorated in N.W. part
of county. Carpeting,
electric heat, new air.
conditioner, P-2 acre
lot, fenced lot for hoer-
ses, stock barn, 2
sheds. Fantastic Buy!
$37,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N
12th.
31 ACRES at Ahno
Heights on Perry Road.
22 acres in beans, some
timber, several
beautiful building sites.




REDUCED, nice home in
Hazel. Has been termite
inspected, 2 bedrooms,
_freshly painted, nice lot,
_ "Convenient location and
just about everything






Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment ablve.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




16 ACRES alL --wooded,
approximately 500 ft. on
blacktop county road.
Call 436-2473. -
FOR SALE by onwer,
Grocery Store,
Restaurant, and nice
two BR apartment all in
one building, has all
equipment to operate
and complete stock, also
has mobile home hookup
on one acre of land. 3
miles south on Hwy. 121.
Known as L & B Grocery
and Restaurant at
Cherry Corner. A dandy
little business, be your
own boss. Priced very
reasonable, call or see
James or Bob Futrell,
405 S. 4th, Murray, KY.






901 Sycamore Murray, Ky
17 ACRES 2 miles south of
New Concord on Hwy.
121 S. 1500 foot of road
frontage. All in grass







25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites'
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
within minutes of Ky.




• range of Real Estate
, Service.
IAPILSON
3 BB, 2 bath brick located in
Westwood with central gas
had gad corers, or. Has ever
2,000 sq. ft. ender roof. 10t-
cleow-faselly condriantism,
geed. Avail* floor plum.
Priced be 30's.
Jost listed - Oaks Estates - 3
Mt, 2 barb beam on ertm
large corms let. Central gas
Meat, central air, bardirmed
news Hiroagbest, fireplace,
Wined Whims with double
Drees. 3 car prop. AN out
side trim is alessibissm, wain-
terms(' free beam. trO's.
753-3243 Anytime
I Waldrop Realtyin BusinessSince 1956753-5646
IT'S A Mystery.. Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping... recently
reduced ... A real and







down Main Street and
take a look at this im-
pressive 7-story home.
Lots of living area which
includes 4 bedrooms.
study, dining room, den,
living room, plant room.
basement and central
natural gas heat. Price
now only $35,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-122'2.
FOR SALE, ,ty owner; 25.
acres rfiDe south of
Wiaeharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2194.
.141111.
THE MAN with
imagination can see the
potential in this 2
betPoom home with 51
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
you just wouldn't







describes this new 3







are only a few of the
quality features of this




Mobile home site :i
lots totaling 197' Iron




Call 753-8000 for ad-
ditional information.
Boyd Majors Real
Itstate, 105 N. 12th.
43 Real Estate
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753
FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot, with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and




NEWLY WEDS can be
property owners. Take
a look at this budget
sized home located on
a quiet street near
shopping and school.
This house has six




This is ready for
immediate occupancy.
Call us today to see
this home. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 206








HOUSE AND 6 ACRES -
Here is that rare home-
buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage
plus close-to-town
location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air and low





horse stable or storage.
Phone us right away!
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
JUST A little bit of
country, 2 BR house on







63 ACRES in Mt. Carmel
Community, 22 acres in
corn and beans, some
bottom land and some
good Poplar timber. 2
spring fed creeks on
property. Hwy frontage









BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air-
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mile east of Murray.
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
25 ACRES at Puryear,
Tn. 4 acres open,
secluded building sites,




LAKE LIVING - Ex-
tremely attractive A-




Franklin stove in family
room, large concrete__
patio and wooden deck.







With The Fnendly Touch"
Calling us about this
house may be the
wisest call you ever
made. 4 miles out off
hwy. 94 West, 3
bedrooms, full open
basement, central
heat & air. 2- baths,
garage, B.V. on
acres. Priced To Sell.
$35,000. Boyd Majors






Rooted end reedy Up to 12 s 24. Also bran style, offices, cottages,
mobile home .don,,and patios, or U BUILD, pre zat completely ready
to assertible up to 24 s 60 Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
FORECLOSURE AUCTION
NATIONAL GLASS COMPANY, INC.
THE NATCOR COMPANY
Natcor Drive - Darer, Terinessea
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23, 10 a.ni
AOL IHNIIPMENT, MACHINERY & INVENTORY 50,000 SO. FY.
1.2011.$1112 16 ACRES
ortmib First Trust & Savings Rank of Clarksville, Tn.TE TO BE SOID AT COURTHOUSE, DOVER, TN.
AT 121100N
ONE STORY STEEL FRAME BUILDING, 50;000 SQ. FT.
BUTIDING IDCATED ON 18 ACRES IDEAL FOR IN-
DUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING - APPROX. REPLACEMENT
CtXil • 1400,000
Office area has central air and heat, plant area has ceiling hung
heaters and 6 large exhaust fans. 2 Restroorns. Sprinkler System
in like new condition. Heavy Duty Wiring. PIANT MANUFAC-
TURED GLASS FRONTS, GI ASS DOORS. ETC.
Terms: 25% Down-Balance 15 Years at 10%
APPROX. $35,000 INVENTOR Y, A I .UMINUM MOUI DING EX-
TRUSIONS, 20 FOOT IENGTHS THOUSANDS oF nortmis
OF PARTS. SMALL HAND TOOIS AND SUPPLIES RACKS
AND STANDS FOR INVENTORY
Partial Ust
Overhead Crane, E.W. Bliss Punch Press 420, Walsh large Pun-
ch Mod. 56, Air Compressor - Holly American, Mod 3317V4, 20
HP, Kellogg 10 HP Air Compressor, Curtis Pneumatic Tank,
Boiler -Tank w/Wagner Pump, lathe 9" A Model, Southbend.
Metal Master Polisher 20 HP, 12 Delta Drill Presses, Kalamazoo
Metal Cutting Saw. Do All Saw, Bridgeport Drill Press, Band Saw
Grap HI", AIM) Airomatic Gun, Re Ids Inc. Metal Puncher,
Bench,Saw, Black & Decker 6" Bench Grinder, Table Saw -
Walker Turner, Wan'. Extrusion Polisher w/25' Conveyor, 8
Anodizing Tanks, 2 chilling units 15-20 Ton Cap, Sander ri/C3272,
Southhend Drill Press ,s" Drive. Walker Turner 4 Tanden Drill
Press, 3 Gas Welding Tanks w/welding Set. Reynolds Punch,
Carbide Welder Type SWM23. Linde V1252 Mist Welder, Walker
Turner Radial Saw, 2 Stone Saws Type M35 • 3 HP, Welding
Engineers Tank & Compressor, Cleaver Brooks Boiler 01,16343
w/attachnients, Roland lathe Polisher, Type 92 Pastiche
Pressure Tank. 2 Cutting Torch Sets, Don Gas *elder. Arco Elec-
tric Welder MO Amp. Gas Welding Tank Type 502
. Office Equipoise*
34.1 202 Copy. Machine. 9 Metal Desks, Secretary Desks, 24 Office
Chairs, 22 File Cabinets, Addressograph Machine, 2 Metal
lables, Small Safe, Paymaster Check Writer, Simplex Time
Clock, Olympia Electric Typewriter. 2 Remington '36 Electric
Typewriters. Royal 580 Typewriter, 5 Adding Machines. Pitney
Pawn Patsy Martine, Pitney RO VT! I Scale, Inventors Card
Cabinets, Buffer Couch. Hat Rack. Ash Tray Stand. any Misr
Items
A• .  
ISIf otnrg cor,‘,9k
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
22 ACRES on Hwy. 280 2
.miles from Bloodriver
Boat Dock. Has several
feet of Hwy. frontage.
Plenty of trees, many,
many building sites, a
good spring. Has a view




44 Lots For Sale
LOTS FOR mobile homes
for sale by owner,
several to choose from
in Senic Acres. Well
restricted, on Hwy. 280,
'2 mile to East
Elementary School.
Terms by owner. Call or
see James or Bobby
Futrell, 405 S. 4th,
Murray, Day 753-7668,
night 753-2394.
LOT FOR mobile home













FOR SALE BY owner:
It 1'2 miles east of
Murray on good road
and 500' of Hwy. 94. City
water, no restrictions,
not in a subdivision. Call
Bob Futrell 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights.
45. Faims For Sale
APPROXIMATELY 40
acres good farm land.
Call 437-4173.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
AIR CONDITIONED, all
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, part basement,
dishwasher, stove,





living room and 2 BR,
P2 bath, approximately
2 acres of land 72 miles
east of Murray, 4 miles
from Lake on blacktop.
Phone 436-5370; after 5
p.m. phone 759-4927.
FOR SALE by owner 5
miles west of Murray. 3
bedroom brick, 1 bath,
large living room, nice
size utility-kitchen and
dinette combination, 1





brick, eath sjcle has 2
BR, central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher, $40,000.





home with central heat
and air, lovely land-
scaped lawn, fenced
backyard, wooden deck
and lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream home. Just
outside of city limits and
priced in the 30's
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER 3 BR brick
with 1'2 bath, enclosed




large furnished house of
rental units, one bloat
from MSU ($490 per
month), $33,500. Call
759-1182.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
1542 Oxford Drive. 3
extra large bedrooms,
living room, dining
room with wood parquet
floor, den WithTieeptice,
eat-in kitchen with built-
in range and dish-
washer, utility room, 2
baths, 7 extra large
closets, 2 car garage,
beautifully landscaped,




9HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*FLO/LISTER OSTOMY PRODUcTS
 amaiirassolaiarammor
HOME FOR SALE by
owner: a brick, 3 BR,











1Q711 Unttp421 F.atore SYnclIca"
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
492-8103 after 4:00 p.m.
50. Campers
1968 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
station wagon equipped
to pull trailer. Sell as




Ito condition. Call 345-2028,
c.)-/ Mayfield.
closets, central heating Il• ̀IOU EXPECT ME TO UNPERSTANC SHORT WHEEL
and cooling, fully car- `OUR TAX FORM, WHY CAN'T ̀ fOU topper, call 492-8155.peted, double garage.UNDERSTAND MY ARITHMETIC ?"For appointment call
753-9351 after 5 p.m.
PRICE REDUCED!
Last chance before
listing with realtor, 3
bedroom carpeted,
walk in closets, 2
baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room,
central gas heat and
electric air, entry hall,












Place, 753-0196 or 753-
7906.
THREE BR brick house,






To settle estate, 3 or 4 BR
brick, large bath, living room,
den, recreation or office room,
kitchen with refrigerator and,
built-in store, large utility with
washer dryer, electric wall
heat and 3 window air con-
ditioners on shaded corner lot,
2 car carport. S42,900 1631







Will give you the quickest and highest dollar for
your property then
Think Again
Only (1) out of every (125) callers purchase the
home they callabaut from the classified ad!!
One of the most active real estate markets in the U.
S. A. does not permit yard signs!!
John Smith Gallery of Homes offers something
more than a yard sign and a classified ad.
*Professional Image.
*Well Qualified Sales Counselors
*Complete Referral Service
*Market Analysis for Proper Pricing
*Effective Communication
'Knowledge of Current Available
Financing
'Qualified Prospects for Your Par-
YES! YES! YES!
Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrow, Possum Trot or









FOR SALE Honda 450,
gqpd condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
1978 YAMAHA 400 CC,





Dyer at 753-8674 or 753-
6038.





1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex-
cellent condition. 1973





1972 Super Beetle -
1967 Saha Buggy,
camper top - 351 Ford
motor and tool boxes.
436-2149.
FOR SALE, 1973 4
wheel drive Chevrolet
drag truck, 350 engine.
Will sell or trade for 4










• miles. Cruise, electric
windows, -all new tires,
$2600. Call 489-2245
daytime, after 5 489-
2379.
1968 DODGE 2 ton with
grain bed and hoist.
435-4235 after 5:30.
1973 MONTEGO MX,








with' white vinyl top.
489-2200 after 5 p.m.
1968 FORD F-100 short
bed truck with camper
1973 HONDA SL 350, top. Call 489-2127 after
trail and low mileage 5 P-m•
call 753-9951.
1976 HONDA 250 MR,
$550 firm. Call 753-3005.
FOR SALE, like new 1974
Honda CL-200 and k 




TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
835.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOKD Club (Tarp- fry
sale. Also restored 196?
Nash convertible. Phone
753-1271.





floor, $895. Call 7594698.
1975 REGAL Buick, 2
door coupe. Half white







49. Used Cars & Trucks
1977 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive, short bed, '4
speed, 435-4395.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B..
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-
bed, ice box, sink, porta-
potti, carpeted, air _
conditioned. Call 753-
0476.
1977 . FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,













dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
51. Services Offered
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps"' We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
-Call for free Estimate,













Dwain Ta lor Chevrolet Inc.
1  Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. Dwain Taylor Chevrolft, Inc. 








73 Mercury Calory Perk
4 door 'A agon. poi% el-
steering & brakes, air, one
I owner,60,000 miles.
:70 Chevrolet Modea 4 door, poser steering &





61 Chevrolet Iowa' Coupe
.5 One owner. 35,000 miles, Y-8
a automatic. orinal tires.




.-.• 3 DAY SPECIAL
li 75 Ford Pinto
:Rusieshout  $2115





s Carry-Al  $2213
'al One owner, front and rear
a air, automatic, power
„; steering & brakes, extra
2 sharp.
j.„:̀ 74 Ford Ranger UT. . $2815
Short wheel base, power
it steering, brakes and air





















Unheard of prices for this qualit/material
DEALERS WELCOME
12)1. nil A) Shag Rubberback-
Many Colors  Only $3.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. 111.0 Shagm=agle_- - -
tier TIMM $4.95 sq. yd.
12)1. Hilo Shag Jute back, Heavy ;
Choice of colors 
12)1. Saxony Shut Rubberback 
12 ft. Hil o Shag Saxony
some styles &Colors %S.'S sq. yd.
12)1 Hil o Shags, Plushes, Saxony-taster, Shin.;
The verz latest styles & colors  only $6.95 sq. yd.
6 Trailer-Truckloads to Chorale from
15 ft commercial-our finest-rubberback  $3.50 sq. yd.
ifs. commerciel-flow rale, ryliberterk  $2.99 sq. yd.
12 ft. commernal-(ine grade; rubberback $2.91 sq. yd.
I 2 tractor-trailer loads to select from)
12 ft. grass-type porch carpet - lots of colors . °My $3.00 sq. yd.
12 ft. printed kitchen carpet,
many styles& colors 
12)1. vinyl-many colors 
Only $tuc $5.95 sq. yd.
S3.95 Sq. yd.
$3.95 sq. yd.
only $3.50 sq. yd.
tir short truckload of short rolls from $3.50 ton-50 id.
$1.00 sq. yd.
. $1.25 sq. yd
While tt Ioiits! •
it in. carpet padding 
91 in. carpetgagdgig 
This is fine quality padding
CASH t CARRY SAM
Drina your truck I. rash, and SAYS! SAVE' Sl
Paschall & Sons
PAINTING - 1T;TETIIiift
exterior. Also dry wall





Company Inc. Air con-






SMALL DOZER. Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
753-0129 or 753-7370.
FENCr; SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
BYARS BROTHERS &







minor repair work by
Cliff Heegel, Magic Hat
Chimney Sweeps. Call
759-4878.
FOR YOUR coal needs,
call or write Edward






FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed 489-2602
BACKHOE WORK, septic
tanks, dirt and gravel




between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
51. Services Offered
GENERAL C ON -
STRUCT1ON . If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.
Anytime day or night
roof repair our
specialty.
WILL STAY with elder
people. Call 435-4169.
AIR CONDITIONING
sales and service, R. C
Evans, 414:2748.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.







ALL TYPF,S backhoe and
septic tank work. Field









Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood burner in




















IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John



















roofs sealed. Call Jack





free estimates call 753-
1537.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,





repair. Call Joe Jackson
at Chuck's Music
Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 p.m.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
• dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,




weeks old, very af-
fectionate, litter








Monday-Friday - 7: 30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAMM $1.50 PRICE.SHAn $1.25
CALL 753-4013
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near Ken-
tucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, large con-
crete patio and wooden deck. Priced in the 20's.
AUCTION
Saturday, Aug. 12, 1978, 9:30 a.m.
303 West Highland Dr. & 4th
Fulton, Ky.
Breaking up housekeeping & Going to Rost Nome
MOTE: James & Chloe Brann have been collecting Antiques for many years and
have some very fine collections of fins Antique Furniture and glasswares. Make
plans now to attend this all day Auction.
2 oak wall telephones, oak dining table iv/4 chairs, walnut queen ann couch & chair, walnut love seat w/3
matching chairs, oak frame wall mirror, oval picture frames, oak Seth-Thomas mantle clock, queen ann
stool, oak secretary w/mirror, 8 leg table, oak lamp table, queen ann record cabinet w/mirror, marble
top wash stand w /mirror, marble top dresser...long mantel mirror, cedar poster bed, marble top lamp
table, 3 cedar chest, oak 6 drawer chest, glass door bookcase, wicker flower stand, 2 cedar buckets, walnut
coffee table, old hand coffee mill, knee hole desk, platform rocker, cane bottom stools, cabinet sewing
Machine, maple magazine rack. dutchmill picture in ant, frame, mahogany coffee & end tables, maple
chest, 2 mahogany side chairs, gold leaf frame wall mirrors. recliners, sewing chairs, 2 bedside tables,
embossed pictures, Zennith portable TV, several lamp tables, foot stools, 'maple tables, webb baskets,
hand carved items, desk Mantle clocks, card tables, radios, oval & flat top trunks, 3 pc veneer bedroom
suite, table& floor lambs, jewelry boxes, pictures& frames,
Small Aparmisces
vac cleaners, alum cookware,, wood (-hop block, cookwares, dishes, fans, GE 5000 BTU air cond., 2-220
volt 4000 BTU heaters, GE 18' upright freezer. Tappan 36" elect range. Frigidaire elect. dryer. GE auto
washer, frigidaire refrigerator.
Crass Items:
2 lamps, 3 belts, candle snuffer, aladdin lamp, steins, candle holders, tobacco can, tiffany lamps, trivets.
Glassware,
2 china lamps, crockwares, pottery, moon & star, coin glass, pigeon blood red & cranberry
glass, crystal candlaras, carnival 7 pc. water set, kerosene lamps, pink-green-white depression glass,
hisey celery stand, purple carnival footed bowls, carnival fan vase, black & white milkglass, 200 mixed
marbles, cookie jars, bean pots. blue & white stone wall mt. salt & grease containers, 2 sets Johnson Bro.
dishes, carnival candy bowl, lead crystal pitcher w/6 glasses, cut crystal decanter w/6 shot glasses, hisey
molasses stand w /stainless steel lid, cut lead crystal sugar shell, sandwich glass in heart pattern, crystal
pitchers, shaving mugs, mustache cups. china cup & saucer sets, cut lead crystal bell, carnivel bird vase,
3 wash bowl & pitcher sets, rose bowls, baskets, blue hob-knob vases, indecendent carnival items. 2 yellow
depressant pitchers. Irish bowls & vases, dresser sets. 2 blue fiddle bottles, 3 gal churn %Aid & dasher, 2
pink crystal vanity lamps, china music box. clary door props, 6 gal. churn. Avon bottles. dolls.
Ironware,:
table & 2 chairs, 2 lanterns, tea kettle, magazine rack, match holders, 20 gal. gypsy kettle,
cream cans, flower stands, black iron tnvets, 12" dinner bell, machine frames, 2 matching lamps. train.
cannon, bed stead, 2 storage trunks, queen miniature range, stools, fireside set, paper rack, shoe last
iv:stand, chromed flat iron. chromed-rail road spikes, skillets. tongues.
Guns t Misc.
Savabe 20/72 ga over/under shotgun, iirmington 22 shot rifle. Winchester 22 pump 21
rifle, Winchester 22 auto, rifle, 450 Winchester 12 ga. shotgun. M 48 Harrington-Richardson lit ga shotgun.
a7cat
Savage 300 deer rifle w/scope. 72 hi-std. revolver 9 shot pistol. re lice special S & W /case. 22
 -1Hiwooparavrax-rf.vntvvr wicase. horn, r340-aarage tiedbc tertiont gold-wMeties.
rings. knive , s. 0 hal'5.1:-Arerreimirtrctr. .. 111:1IVITtereirvirtarroarniat adder.
rockweil electronic calculator.
Took
Garden tractor w/5 hp wise engine. 1965 Volkswagen w/good tires & batter). Snapper 8 hp riding
mower, lawn-boy power mower, snapper push blade, lawn roller, wheel harrow, Snapper 2 wheel trailer,
16' ladder, Delta 15" drift press, Sears 3 hp air compressor, pultinan'industrial wet vac cleaner, Delta 6"
minter & 10" table saw comb. wil hp HD motor. metal 3 shelf utility cart w/drawer, craftsman ' elect.
impact w/churk. & SAE tap & die sets, soil pipe cutter, 24" & 48" levels. bench grinder w/buffer,2
elect. blowers, 8' step ladder, '4 & drill motors, twist & auger tots, open & boxed end wrenchis. 104.
so ket & ratchet sets, c-clamps, bolts cutters, masonery tools, 10 & 12 pi, Henry Dission saws. timeei
dolly truck, 2 double bench grinders, belt sanders, polishers. skill saws, elect chain saw. 2 vines, chisels,
punches, savrtall saw, rakes, hoes, spades, forks, posthole diggers, axes. foot ads, edgers, 3 ton hyd. lack,
several antique wrenches & misc. items, 100's of items to ntanerous to mention
TOMS: .
Cash or good personalized cheeks, plenty of shade, lunch available
For further informatics; contact






Ron Talent 753-9894 Cindy Gamble 759-1396
Jim Herndon 759-1184 Linda McKinney 753-8576
1975 COUPE DE VILLE.
excellent condition, low
mileage. 435-4384. Smiles south of Miwray, Ky , on Hwy 64IOpen Ito 5,8 days a week - rime (NI) 469 sin
Plthf`rt
4oprtioneer (4, llosaltor
Prof essionslized sale service t Monsiement
"1410.siltli vs, We appreciate year Wiliest"
lamem Chloe Pearl Brann
(Toner, 17^ ̂ 11C
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Jesse Stuart Has Been Down
,For The Count In The Past
Et) G. Sant Plait
Regional News Staff
W-Hollow ---Jesse Stuart has
been down for the count
before, but this time the
famed Kentucky authour is
facing the battle of his life.
And like his other victorious
battles with deteat, he vowsto
whip this one
This one" began March 18,
That evening Naomi Deane
had fixed Jesse a dinner tray
to take into the living room,
where he was watching the
Kentucky Wildcats take on
Michigan State in the NC,AA
Mideast Regional basketball
finals.
But suddenly Jesse spilled
the tray. on the floor. And he
was unable to pick it up.
Stroke
He spent the rest of March,
all of April, and the early part
of May under guarded con-
ditions at King's Daughters'
Hospital in Ashland. As usual
Naomi Deane, his wife of 39
years, was by his side through
it all.
Now Jesse is back in his
beloved W-Hollow. He lies
propi3ed up in a hospital bed in
a bedroom on the south end of
the rambling log and redwood
shingle home, the home where
most of his more than 3.000
published poems, stories and
essays have been written:
He remains paralyzed on
the left side of his body.
Does' orders prohibit
visitors. He is thus far unable
to walk; but with the aid Of's
wheelchair he has been out in
the sunshine, out where wild
birds sing and squirrels play
in the trees behind his house.
He has his bouts with pain.
wish there was some way to
measure pain," he said,
rubbing his left shoulder with
his right hand.
. But he forgets the pain and
begins to talk about the good
times. The voice that has
lecture&extensively in many
parts of the world is strong
and sure.
Spying a copy of "Dandelion
on the Acropolis," his 50th
book, released in April by:
Archer Editions Press, he
begins to talk of the good
times he and Naomi had on
their travels in Greece in
1962. It is his first travel
book, a result of a journal
he kept during that time.
"What do ybu think of the
title of that book?" he asked.
The title came when Jesse
saw a lowly dandelion growing
from the crevices of the
Athenien Acropolis and
wondered how much the tiny
yellow: flower could tell about
that ancient civilization.
Opening the cover of Inc
book, he-takes a pen-and signs
the familiar autograph for the
visitor.
"I have to keep in practice,"
he said. "I'll have a lot of
these to autograph."
Jesse points with pride to
two items placed on a nearby
chest. One is an honorary
degree he has received over
the years.
The other is - a paperback
Japanese edition of "The
TbreiiiiThat Runs So True,"
the book of his teaching ex-
periences published by
Scribrier's in 1949. The book
was recently .translated into
Japanese and is to be used as a
textbook in Japan.
Jesse's voice trails off
and, like a tall oak tree
sWaying zposnentarily—jr-
windstorm, he rests before
speaking again.
Out of every physical
setback, there has come a
book," he said, then, after
pausing, added, One will
come out of this."
Jesse Stuart's first bout with
an attempted physical defeat
came on Oct.. 8, 1954. He had
always enjoyed good health,
but on that day a heart
attack felled him after he
-had lectured_ to teachers at
Murray State University. He
lay in a Murray hospital bed
close to death for 48 days
before. he could be brought
home to W-Hollow.
While in the hospital bed,
unable to raise a hand, he
began to dictate parts of a
journal to Naomi. At his
request, she brought his
published works to the hospial
room
'•Jesse never reads his
books once they're published,
but he likes to have them
nearby, just where he can see
them," Naomi said in an
interview last year.
Back in W-Hollow, his hands
eventually lost their stiffness,
he slowly gained strength, and
he began writing a page a day.
Out of that sickness came his
19th book,"The Year of My
Rebirth" a book that gives
every person who reads it new
faith and hope.
Thirty-two books have
poured from his pen since
then. In the spring of 1977
Jesse suffered his fifth heart
attack. After a month-long
stay in the hospital, he
returned home and began last
fall to work on the manuscript
for "The Kingdom Within (A
Spiritual Autobiography)."
That book, his 51st, will be
published next spring by
McGraw-Hill.
Last winter, shortly before
Christmas, he suffered. his
sixttileart attack and spent
nearV ti7i'o weeks .1n the
hospital.
But through it all the stories
and poems have continued to
flow. Jesse is tough, as tough
as the tall oak trees that grow
on hills of his farm; and one
can only believe that he will
win this, his toughest battle
yet:
In latter • years his battles
have been fought against
physical setbacks but in the
early years Jesse's battle was
against poverty. He was born
REVIEWING A MANUSCRIPT — Three students from the Murray area look over amanuscript with L 3. Hortin (second from left) during the eight Jesse Stuart CreativeWriting Workshop at Murray State University July 10-28. Shown with him are (from left)Lyman Pearson of Hamlin a retired retail merchant, Mary Beale Cromwell of 1101Olive, an elementary teacher at D. T. Cooper School in Paducah, and Jill Austin ofMurray Route 7, who will be a college freshman in thcfall. They were among 40students from 13 states enrolled in the three-week workshop named for the notedKentucky author and poet. Bonin, Murray State professor emeritus and retired jour-nalism chairman, taught the articles course, one of five offered in the workshop.
Aug. 8, 1907, in a one-room log
cabin in W-Hollow, the second
of seven children of Mitchell
and Martha Hylton Stuart.
He began his formal education
at Plum Grove School, a one-
room, rural elementary
school. When he was 15 he was
making $3 for a 10-hour day,
working as a concrete mixer
helping to pave the streets of
Greenup. He felt a longing for
higher education when he
watched students entering
Greenup High School. He quit
the best job and the most pay
he had ever received to enter
high school.
In 1925 he entered Lineuln
Memorial Universityr In
Tennessee with less than $30 to
his name. He had no
scholarship. He worked as a
janitor and scrubbed pots and
pans while carrying a full load
of courses; sometimes
making do with one meal a
day as he scraped and fought
for that college diploma.
He graduated in three years
and two summer sessions. ,He
left Lincoln Memorial with a B
average and a suitcase half-
filled with themes and poems.
He began his climb to
literary fame in 1934 with the
publication of "Man With a
Bull Tongue Plow," a huge
volume of 703 poems.
His 50 books include 12
novels, 11 collections of short
'stories, nine books of poetry,
eight books for young people,
five autobiographical books,
one biographical book and
four others classed as
miscellaneous. More than 20
of them are still in print. His
first editions are highly sought
after by collectors and
speculators.
Through it all he has
remained a common, down-
home man; still keenly in-
terested in the ac-
complishments and
tribulations of persons he
comes in contact with.
It is obvious that Jesse's
faith. in God grows stronger
' day by day. This week he
spoke of the young minister at
Greenup United Methodist
Church, the- Rev. Fred Wiles,
an of his desire to return to
worship services in the
church.
He glances at the color
television set on the chest
"There's a lot of nonsence
on television, but there's some I
good things too," he said,
"I've been watching this PTL
Club on there. They give some
miraculous accounts of divine
healing. I mark the scriptures
they talk about in my Bible."
Then, with that familiar set
of the jaw and the old spark of
fire flashing in his eyes, he
added, "Nothing is im-
possible."
And that is when oRe recalls
lines from "Eternal Destiny,"
a poem he penned years ago:
"Bear down upon me winds
of destiny;
I'll show you how to sweat
beneath a load!
Bear down upon me as you-
you-you've always done
On Roads of sleet and rain
and mud and mire:
' I'll show you that my
climbing's just begun
With iron legs that will be
slow to tire."
Jesse Stuart is alive at W-
Hollow.
Roy Clark says.
"There's a peck of hearty flavor
in new Pnngle's Country Style's'
Yessir! Pringle s Country Style Potato Chips are new as a sun-
rise. Really new! From the bright denim blue can to the last
hearty tastin chip.Theres plenty of crunch. plenty of
natural flavor in Country Style chips, but no preserva-
tives. No artificial ingredients either. So help yourself
to our money-savin' coupon.Then dig
into new Pringle's Country Style
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Honorable Mayor and Common Council
City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky — 42071
Gentlemen:
We have examined the balance sheet of the Murray
Natural Gas System (municipally owned), Murray,
Kentucky at April 30, 1978, and the related statements of
income and expense, retained earnings and change in
financial position for the fiscal year then ended. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included
such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statements
present fairly the financial position of the Murray
Natural Gas System (municipally owned) at April 30,
1978, and the results of its operations and change in
financial position for the fiscal year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles










Property, Plant and Equipment
Gas plant in service
Buildings ..
Land and land rights 
Less: Allowance for depreciation 
Total Property, Plant and Equipment  
Special Funds
Bond Interest and Redemption Fund-cash
Bond Interest And RdeMption Fund
-investment 22,000.00
Bond Interest and Redemption Reserve
Fund-investments 100,000.00
Meter Deposit Fund-cash 2,131.57
Meter Deposit Fund-investments 43,037.50
Total Special-Funds 117,169.29













MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
APRIL 30, 1978
LIABILITIES ANT) RETAINED EARNINGS
Long Term Debt




Sales tax payable 3,529.92
County utility tax payable 2,736.46
Payroll taxes withheld
from employee compensation 2,563.17
Employee retirement withheld 372.44
Accrued interest on customer deposits  298.91
Total Current Liabilities 141,274.19
Retained Earnings 1,345,572.66
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND RETAINED EAR-
NINGS 91,814,846.85
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM,
it MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FISCAL YEAR FADED APRIL 30, 1978
Operating Revenue
Residential sales  8423,954.23
Commercial sales  511,995.76
Industrial sales  291,291.74
Customers' forfeited discounts  4,749.24
Hardin revenue 1,805.50
Miscellaneous revenue ... 9,590.12
Total Operating Revenue  $1,243,388.59
Operating Revenue Deductions
Gas purchased  836,436.15
System operation and maintenance 26,987.78
Transportation expense 10,306.21
Salaries-accounting and collecting 19,331.28
Salaries-general office  35,071.18
Salaries-other  90,006.14
Social security expense 8,767.20
Employee retirement expense  5,729.89
Insurance-general 7,740.90
Insurance-injuries and damages 33,173.01
Provision for depreciation 50,803.85
Utilities  6,096.09
General office and miscellaneous•
expense .......... 13,776.62
Engineering and consulting fees 5,837.26
Uncollectible accounts  1,409.04
Special services and auditing 1,991.50
Laundry, cleaning and supplies 2,501.41
Total Operating Revenue Deductions .......1,155,065.51
Net Operating Income 87,421.08
Other Income
Interest income on investments
Grills, lights and miscellaneous
Total Other Income 
Net OpefaUng and Other %tome
Other Deductions
Interest on revenue bonds
Interest on customer deposits
Total Other Deductions
14,872.93
781.92
15,854.85
103,075.93
15,927 94
298.91
18,226.115
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